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FOREWORD
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RÉSUMÉ

Nous avons étudié le régime thermique du sous-sol et déterminé les variations du climat passé en utilisant la méthode de reconstruction de l'histoire de la température à la surface du sol à partir de profils de température mesurés dans des forages. Cette thèse, divisée en trois chapitres sous forme d'articles scientifiques, porte sur la reconstruction de l'histoire des températures à la surface du sol dans l'est et le centre du Canada et au nord du Chili sur des échelles de temps allant du dernier cycle glaciaire aux 500 dernières années.

Le premier article reconstitue les températures à la base de la calotte glaciaire Laurentide depuis le dernier cycle glaciaire jusqu'à 100 ans avant présent (AP). Treize profils profonds de température (≥ 1500 m) ont été mesurés dans l'est et le centre du Canada, une région qui était couverte par la partie sud de la calotte glaciaire Laurentide. La reconstitution de la température à la surface du sol pour 100-100000 années AP montre des températures entre -1,4-3,0°C au cours du dernier maximum glaciaire, ~ 20 ka. Ces températures représentent donc les températures basales de la calotte glaciaire. Ces températures sont proches du point de fusion de la glace et démontrent qu'un écoulement rapide de la glace à la base était possible. Cela aurait pu entraîner une instabilité dans la calotte glaciaire car de grandes quantités d'eau pouvaient être transportées depuis l'intérieur. Cependant, la couche de glace a persisté pendant ~30000 ans avant son effondrement au cours de l'Holocène. Par conséquent, des températures basales proches du point de fusion de la glace n’impliquent pas nécessairement que les calottes de glace sont instables et près de l’effondrement.

Le deuxième article concerne les tendances climatiques pour les 500 dernières années dans le nord de l’Ontario et du Québec. Les histoires de température à la surface du sol dans cette région ont été reconstituées à partir de 18 profils de température provenant de 10 sites. Ces sites se trouvent dans la région peu échantillonnée entre 51°N- 60°N de chaque côté de la baie James. Des histoires de températures à la surface du sol similaires sont reconstituées pour les 10 sites et montrent un réchauffement climatique récent de 1-2 K pour les 150 dernières années, ce qui est en accord avec les reconstitutions plus au sud et dans l’est et le centre du Canada. Les résultats concordent aussi avec les reconstitutions disponibles de données indirectes. Nous avons trouvé un refroidissement associé avec le petit âge glaciaire...
que pour un seul site. Par ailleurs, les cartes de pergélisol localisent ces forages dans une région de pergélisol continu, mais le pergélisol n'a pas été rencontré lors de l'échantillonnage. À l'exception du site Nielsen Island, les histoires de température à la surface du sol suggèrent également que le pergélisol était absent de la région pour les 500 dernières années. Cela pourrait être le résultat d'un décalage entre la température du sol et la température de l'air en raison de la couverture de neige dans la région et/ou l'interpolation de la température de l'air utilisée pour estimer la probabilité de présence de pergélisol dans ces régions en l'absence de mesures de températures à la surface du sol.

Le troisième article reconstitue le climat des 500 dernières années dans le nord du Chili à partir de 31 profils de température mesurés dans des forages. Il y a des tendances différentes entre les régions échantillonnées. Michilla, une région sur la côte nord du Chili, ne montre ni réchauffement ni refroidissement, tandis que la région du nord-centre suggère un réchauffement très récent de 1,9 K, à partir ~20 ans AP, suivant d'un refroidissement entre ~20-150 ans AP. L'ordre de grandeur du réchauffement est en accord avec les reconstitutions de température à la surface du sol pour le Pérou et les régions de climat semi-sec de l'Amérique du Sud mais ~1,5-2 fois plus grand que celles des données météorologiques, des reconstitutions climatiques pour le centre du Chili et le sud de l'Amérique du Sud et des températures de surface moyennes multi-modèles du millénaire passé (Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase III pour le Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5). Des différences temporelles pour ce réchauffement sont observées et aucune méthode ne montre la période de refroidissement à partir ~20-150 ans AP déduite à partir des profils de température du nord du Chili. Ces différences suggèrent une tendance régionale distincte dans le nord du Chili mais pour confirmer ces conclusions nous devrons obtenir d'autres ensembles de données et d'effectuer d'autres reconstitutions.

MOTS-CLÉS: Histoires de température à la surface du sol, inversion, paléoclimats, profils de température du sous sol, régime thermique du sol.
ABSTRACT

Ground surface temperature histories reconstructed from borehole temperature-depth profiles are used to determine the past climate on varying spatial and temporal scales and study the ground thermal regime. This dissertation is presented as three articles reconstructing ground surface temperature histories on time scales from the last glacial cycle to the past 500 years in eastern and central Canada and northern Chile.

The first article reconstructs the basal temperatures of the Laurentide Ice Sheet from the last glacial cycle to 100 years BP. Thirteen deep (≥1500 m) borehole temperature-depth profiles were measured in eastern and central Canada, a region that was covered by the southern portion of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. The ground surface temperature reconstructions for 100-100,000 years BP yield temperatures during the last glacial maximum, ~20 ka, between -1.4-3.0°C. As the region was covered by the Laurentide Ice Sheet during this period, they represent the basal temperatures of the ice sheet. These temperatures near the pressure melting point of ice demonstrate that basal flow and fast flowing ice streams were possible. This could lead to ice sheet instability as large quantities of water could be transported from the interior. However, the ice sheet persisted for ~30,000 years before collapsing during the Holocene. Therefore, basal temperatures near the melting point of ice do not solely indicate that ice sheets are unstable and on the verge of collapse.

The climate trends for the past 500 years in northern Ontario and Quebec are examined in the second article. The ground surface temperature histories from 18 borehole temperature-depth profiles from 10 sites in northern Ontario and Quebec were reconstructed. These sites lie in the poorly sampled region between 51°N-60°N on either side of James Bay. Similar ground surface temperature histories are reconstructed from the regions with a recent climate warming for the past 150 years of 1-2 K, agreeing with reconstructions for the southern portion of eastern and central Canada and available proxy data. However, a cooling period associated with the little ice age is only found at one site. Furthermore, permafrost maps locate these boreholes in a region of discontinuous permafrost but permafrost was not encountered during sampling. With the exception of Nielsen Island, the ground surface temperature histories also suggest that the region was
void of permafrost for the past 500 years. This could be the result of an offset between ground and surface air temperatures due to snow cover in the region and/or air surface temperature interpolation used in permafrost models being unsuitable to represent the spatial variability of ground temperatures.

The third article reconstructs the climate of the past 500 years in northern Chile from 31 borehole temperature-depth profiles located in two regions, northern coastal Chile and north-central Chile. Trends differ between sampled regions, which is not surprising since they are over 500 km apart. The ground surface temperature history of Michilla, in northern coastal Chile, shows no warming or cooling signal. The north-central Chile ground surface temperature history has a very recent warming signal of 1.9 K, starting ~20 years BP, preceded by a cooling from ~20-150 years BP. The magnitude of this warming signal agrees with ground surface temperature reconstructions for Peru and the semiarid regions of South America but is ~1.5-2 times greater than that found in meteorological data, climate reconstructions from other proxies for central Chile and southern South America and multi-model mean surface temperatures from the past millennium simulations of the Paleoclimate Intercomparison Modelling Project Phase III for the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5. Differences are observed in the timing of the warming and the cooling period from ~20-150 years BP in north-central Chile is only inferred from the ground surface temperature history. A regional trend for northern Chile that cannot be resolved on the gridpoint scale could explain these differences. However, more data sets and reconstructions are needed to confirm these conclusions and determine the long-term climatic trends in northern Chile.

KEYWORDS: ground surface temperature histories, inversion, paleoclimate, borehole temperature-depth profiles, ground thermal regime.
INTRODUCTION

With evidence for increasing global temperatures, there is concern about the consequences climate change will have on society and natural ecosystems. Models of Earth’s climate, such as those from general circulation models (GCMs), allow for the study of various future climate scenarios. However, these models must be calibrated and tested against paleoclimate data and reconstructions to assess their robustness. These paleoclimate data and reconstructions also provide insight to how past climate responded to different forcings, indicating how future climate might respond to increases in carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. As the meteorological record extends back, at best, 150 years, proxy climate indicators are necessary to resolve past climate trends. Pollen, tree rings, oxygen isotopes in ice cores and deep sea sediments, corals and borehole temperature data are some examples of proxy climate indicators. Different parameters characterizing the climate can be reconstructed from these climate-dependent natural phenomenon (Bradley, 1999). The width of tree rings, which depend on temperature and precipitation during the growth season, are measured to infer past climate. Pollen assemblages found in sediment cores from lakes, ponds, or oceans indicate the type of vegetation present during the period of sedimentation and allow scientists to infer the local climate. Seasonal variations in temperature and precipitation can be tracked by variations in the ratio of oxygen isotopes ($\delta^{18}$O). The ratio of oxygen isotopes in deep sea sediment depends on oceanic temperature and on the total volume of ice caps and glaciers. In ice cores, the ratio of oxygen isotopes depends on the temperature of the air above the glaciers when snow accumulated. Borehole temperature data are obtained by measuring how temperature varies
with depth in a borehole, which is used to determine ground surface temperature (GST) history. Proxy climate indicators have different advantages, disadvantages, uncertainties, and spatial and temporal resolutions. High resolution proxies, such as tree-rings, can resolve seasonal to decadal changes but have difficulty resolving long-term climate trends. On the other hand, low resolution proxies (ex. borehole temperature data) resolve multi-decadal to centennial trends and highlight long-term climate trends. In this thesis, we use borehole temperature data to reconstruct past climate and its variability.

Borehole climatology assumes that GST and surface air temperature (SAT) are coupled. Model simulations (García-García et al., 2016) and comparison of borehole temperature data with records from nearby meteorological stations (Harris and Chapman, 1998; Beltrami, 2001) have confirmed this hypothesis. The first attempt at inferring climate from these temperature data was made by Hotchkiss and Ingersoll (1934), who estimated the timing of the last glacial retreat from temperature measurements in the Calumet copper mine in northern Michigan. However, it was only in the 1970s that systematic studies were conducted (e.g., Cermak, 1971; Sass et al., 1971; Vasseur et al., 1983). With concern about climate change in the 1980s, studies estimating recent ground temperature changes (<300 years) became widespread (Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986; Lachenbruch, 1988). Numerous high-resolution temperature measurements in shallow mining exploration boreholes (a few hundred meters), primarily made for heat flux studies, are available for studies of recent climate variations (<500 years) and led to many local, regional, and global studies (e.g., Huang et al., 2000; Harris and Chapman, 2001; Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003; Beltrami and Bourlon, 2004; Pollack and Smerdon, 2004; Chouinard et al., 2007; Jaume-Santero et al., 2016). The global reconstruction of Huang et al. (2000) used temperature data from 616 boreholes. However, the geographical coverage of these is very uneven, with several subconti-
ents void of data and reconstructions. Furthermore, the majority of these studies focus on recent climate trends (<500 years) since there are very few deep (≥1500 m) boreholes available to reconstruct on longer timescales.

The objective of this work is to expand the spatial and temporal scale of climate studies based on borehole temperature data. This will require the addition of borehole temperature data and reconstructions in regions void of data so far and, with deeper boreholes, provide insight to their long-term climatic trends. Firstly, we expanded the timescale and measured deep boreholes (≥1500 m) in eastern and central Canada to reconstruct the climate of the Last Glacial Cycle (LGC), a period ~120,000-12,000 years BP when large ice sheets covered most of the northern regions in the Northern Hemisphere. Secondly, we reconstructed the climate of the past 500 years in northern Ontario and Québec. This region on both sides of James Bay was previously void of borehole temperature data and reconstructions. Finally, we examined the climate trends for the last 500 years in northern Chile. Along with a lack of northern Chile borehole GST reconstructions, the South American continent has seen very few paleoclimate reconstructions.

0.1 GST reconstructions from borehole temperature data

Earth's subsurface thermal regime is governed by the outflow of heat from the interior and persistent temporal variations in GST. In homogeneous rock, assuming negligible heat production, and without GST variations, temperature increases linearly with depth. Long-term persistent GST variations propagate into the subsurface and are recorded as perturbations to this linear quasi-steady state geotherm (e.g., Hotchkiss and Ingersoll, 1934; Birch, 1948; Beck, 1977). The extent to which they are recorded is proportional to their duration and amplitude and decreases with the time when they occurred. For periodic oscillations in sur-
face temperature, the thermal perturbation propagates downward as a damped wave. Its amplitude decreases exponentially with depth over a length scale, $\delta$ (skin depth), such that $\delta = \sqrt{\kappa T/\pi}$, where $T$ is the period and $\kappa$ is the thermal diffusivity ($\sim 10^{-6} m^2 s^{-1}$ or $\sim 31.5 m^2 yr^{-1}$). This damping allows for the preservation of the long-term climatic signal by removing the high-frequency variability present in meteorological records.

Reconstructing the GST history from borehole temperature data consists of an inverse geophysical problem. The inversion involves solving for $K + 2$ unknown parameters for each depth where temperature is measured: (1) the long-term surface temperature or the reference surface temperature ($T_o$), (2) the steady-state heat flux or the reference heat flux ($q_o$), and (3) the GST changes ($\Delta T_k$) for $K$ time intervals. Different techniques have been utilized to obtain GST histories from borehole temperature data (e.g., Vasseur et al., 1983; Nielsen and Beck, 1989; Shen and Beck, 1991; Mareschal and Beltrami, 1992; Clauser and Mareschal, 1995; Mareschal et al., 1999b). Here, singular value decomposition is used as it has a straightforward application to GST reconstructions and reduces the impact of noise and errors on the solution (Lanczos, 1961). Further details can be found in Mareschal and Beltrami (1992), Clauser and Mareschal (1995), Beltrami and Mareschal (1995), and Beltrami et al. (1997).

0.2 Measuring borehole temperature data

Several methods exist to measure borehole temperature. The conventional method involves lowering a calibrated thermistor attached to a cable into a borehole and measuring resistance (i.e. temperature), at fixed depth intervals or continuously. This results in temperature measurements with a precision better than 0.005 K and an accuracy on the order of 0.02 K. An alternative method is digital optic-fibre
temperature sensing (DTS), which is based on the measurement of a backscattered laser light pulse through a fibre-optic cable (Förster et al., 1997; Förster and Schrotter, 1997). This results in the instantaneous measurement of the entire profile once the cable has been completely lowered into the borehole and yields temperature measurements with a precision of 0.3°C. A detailed description of this methodology can be found in Förster et al. (1997), Förster and Schrotter (1997), Hausner et al. (2011) and Suárez et al. (2011). When available, core samples are obtained to measure thermal conductivity, usually by the method of divided bars (Misener and Beck, 1960), and heat production.

0.3 Suitability of borehole temperature data for climate studies

We have applied several selection criteria to retain only borehole temperature data suitable for climate studies. Changes in surface conditions, such as vegetation or snow cover, can alter the assumed GST and SAT coupling and therefore must be taken into consideration when determining the suitability for climate. Topography is known to distorts the temperature isotherms (Jeffreys, 1938). A positive topography leads to a reduced temperature gradient and an apparent warming signal (Blackwell et al., 1980; Lewis and Wang, 1992). Sites with significant topography must be excluded. Proximity to lakes is also known to distort temperature isotherms. This occurs when the mean distance between a lake and a borehole is less than the depth of the borehole, resulting in a warming or cooling signal depending on the dip and azimuth of the hole (Lewis and Wang, 1992). The time period of interest must be considered to ensure that only boreholes deep enough are retained. The suitable depth (z) is determined by the scaling relationship $z \approx 2\sqrt{tk}$, where $\kappa$ is thermal diffusivity and $t$ is time. Finally, profiles are visually examined to ensure that there are no discontinuities in the profile or signs of water flow. When a profile meets the selection criteria, it can be used to determine the
GST history.

0.4 Application of GST reconstructions

The results of this dissertation are presented in three distinct chapters as three scientific articles. The first and second articles have been published in Climate of the Past and the third is in preparation. A brief overview of each article follows.

0.4.1 Basal temperatures of the Laurentide Ice Sheet

The first article reconstructs the GST history for 100 to 100,000 years BP in eastern and central Canada. During the LGC, ~120,000-12,000 years BP, the Laurentide Ice Sheet covered almost all of Canada. Thirteen deep (≥ 1500 m) borehole temperature-depth profiles were measured in eastern and central Canada from the region covered by the southern portion of the Laurentide Ice Sheet and used to determine the GST history from 100 to 100,000 years BP. The Laurentide Ice Sheet persisted over 30,000 years with its largest extent during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), ~20,000 years BP. The examination of basal conditions during the LGM elucidate the basal conditions of a stable ice sheet and provide insight to the fate and stability of the present-day ice sheets, Antarctica and Greenland.

The GST histories show basal temperatures near the pressure melting point of ice (-1.4°C to 3.0°C) during the LGM. This indicates the possibility of basal melt and fast flowing ice streams. These processes are hypothesized to play a key role in glacial terminations as they can transport large quantities of water from the interior, leading to a thin, climatically vulnerable ice sheet (Marshall and Clark, 2002). Since the ice sheet persisted for over 30,000 years, our results indicate that basal temperatures near the pressure melting point of ice do not necessarily imply
that an ice sheet is unstable and on the verge of collapse.

0.4.2 Climate in northern Ontario and Québec for the past 500 years

The second article involves determining the GST histories for the past 500 years in northern Ontario and Québec. Many studies have been undertaken in the Canadian Arctic and the southern portion of eastern and central Canada (southern portion of Superior Province) but the region between 50°N and 60°N has remained void of GST histories (e.g., Beltrami and Taylor, 1995; Huang et al., 2000; Harris and Chapman, 2001; Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003; Beltrami and Bourlon, 2004; Majorowicz et al., 2004; Pollack and Smerdon, 2004; Chouinard et al., 2007; Jaume-Santero et al., 2016). We analyzed twenty-five borehole temperature-depth profiles measured in northern Ontario and Québec, on either side of James Bay, between 50°N and 60°N and reconstructed the GST for the past 500 years to examine the long-term climate trends in the region. Furthermore, permafrost maps locate this region is a zone of discontinuous permafrost and isolated patches of permafrost (Brown, 1979). This allows for the investigation of whether borehole temperature data and GST histories can be useful tools for permafrost studies.

The GST histories for northern Ontario and Québec show a warming of 1.5±0.8 K for the last 150 years. This agrees with the warming of ~1-2 K for the past 150 years reconstructed for the southern portion of the Superior Province. A little ice age (LIA) signal was observed at only one site, Otoskwin, in northern Ontario. This is surprising as paleoclimatic reconstructions from pollen data found their greatest little ice age signal, a cooling of 0.3°C, in northern Québec (Gajewski, 1988; Viau and Gajewski, 2009). This could be due to insufficient resolution since a cooling between 200 and 500 years BP is difficult to resolve in the presence of noise. It could also be associated with an early little ice age (Chouinard et al., 2007) or be masked by physical effects (Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003).
Permafrost was not encountered during sampling of any of the 25 boreholes. As the majority lie in isolated patches of permafrost, these statistics do not allow us to draw any conclusions. However, researchers from the GEOTOP and the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris sampled more than 60 boreholes in the sporadic discontinuous permafrost region of Manitoba and only encountered permafrost at one site. This points to disparities with permafrost maps and leads to questions about their robustness. Furthermore, the GST histories for the past 500 years remained well above freezing at all sites except Nielsen Island indicating a low probability of permafrost. This illustrates that borehole temperature data and GST histories could be useful in permafrost mapping and studies.

0.4.3 Climate trends in northern Chile

The third article focuses on reconstructing the climatic trends for the past 500 years in northern Chile. Many data sets and reconstructions are available for the Northern Hemisphere (e.g., Mann et al., 1999; Moberg et al., 2005; Rutherford et al., 2005). However, these are lacking for the Southern Hemisphere, in particular South America, where knowledge of the past climate is limited (Huang et al., 2000; Mann and Jones, 2003; IPCC, 2013). Thirty-one borehole temperature-depth profiles from northern Chile have been analyzed to reconstruct the climate of the past 500 years. The profiles suitable for climate lie in two regions: northern coastal Chile and north-central Chile.

Differing trends were observed between the regions of northern coastal Chile and north-central Chile. This is not surprising as these two regions are over 500 km apart. The GST history of northern coastal Chile shows no warming or cooling. A climate signal, however, was observed in north-central Chile. Between 1500 and ~1800, no warming or cooling is found in the GST. A cooling of ~0.5
K was recorded between ~1800 and 1940, followed by a warming of ~2 K. The amplitude of this warming agrees with the GST history from borehole temperature data from two sites in Peru, at the northern edge of the Atacama Desert. But, no cooling signal is found in the Peruvian GST history. Meteorological data from north-central Chile show a pronounced cooling of ~2.5 K between 1950 and 1960. This could explain the cooling present in the north-central Chile GST history as a local feature. The north-central Chile GST history was also compared with data from the CRUTEM4, paleoclimate proxy reconstructions for central Chile and southern South America, and with climate model simulations. These comparisons show several differences: (1) the cooling signal is only present in the north-central Chile GST and (2) a greater warming signal (~2 K) is observed in the GST reconstructions. These differences could be attributed to the coarse gridding of the CRUTEM4 and climate simulation and their lack of resolution in central Chile and southern South America. More data and reconstructions are required to resolve the long-term climatic trends in northern Chile.

0.5 Originality and contribution

The three articles are original studies that have not been previously undertaken. While Chouinard and Mareschal (2009) have previously studied the basal temperatures of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, I have expanded their data set and reanalyzed all borehole temperature data. I have also compared inversions with the first order estimation of GST, a new technique. My results led to conclusions concerning the present-day ice sheets. My contribution has been key to the completion of these works. For the three articles, I processed the data, performed the analyses, and wrote the articles. Furthermore for the first and third article, I took part in the field work to obtain the borehole temperature-depth profiles. My directors, Hugo Beltrami and Jean-Claude Mareschal, have co-authored all three articles. Discussion with them throughout the work has been influential in shaping it and they
played an important role in editing all the articles and responses to reviewers.
CHAPTER I

LAURENTIDE ICE SHEET BASAL TEMPERATURES AT THE LAST GLACIAL CYCLE AS INFERRED FROM BOREHOLE DATA

Manuscript published in Climate of the Past\textsuperscript{1}

---

\textsuperscript{1}Pickler, C., Beltrami, H., and Mareschal, J.C., 2016. Laurentide Ice Sheet basal temperatures at the Last Glacial Cycle as inferred from borehole data, Climate of the Past, 11, 3937-3971, doi:10.5194/cp-12-115-2016
Abstract

Thirteen temperature-depth profiles (≥1500 m) measured in boreholes in eastern and central Canada were inverted to determine the ground surface temperature histories during and after the last glacial cycle. The sites are located in the southern part of the region covered by the Laurentide Ice Sheet. The inversions yield ground surface temperatures ranging from -1.4 to 3.0°C throughout the last glacial cycle. These temperatures, near the pressure melting point of ice, allowed basal flow and fast flowing ice streams at the base of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. Despite such conditions, which have been inferred from geomorphological data, the ice sheet persisted throughout the last glacial cycle. Our results suggest some regional trends in basal temperatures with possible control by internal heat flow.
1.1 Introduction

The impact of future climate change on the stability of the present-day ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica is a major concern of the scientific community (e.g. Gomez et al., 2010; Mitrovica et al., 2009). Satellite gravity measurements performed during the GRACE mission suggest that the mass loss of the Greenland and Antarctic glaciers has accelerated during the decade 2002-2012 (Velicogna and Wahr, 2013). Over the past two decades, mass loss from the Greenland Ice Sheet has quadrupled and contributed to a fourth of global sea level rise from 1992 to 2011 (Church et al., 2011; Straneo and Heimbach, 2013). In 2014, two teams of researchers noted that the collapse of the Thwaites Glacier Basin, an important component holding together the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, was potentially underway (Joughin et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2014). The collapse of the entire West Antarctic Ice Sheet would lead to rise in sea level by at least 3 m. The present observations of the ice sheet mass balance are important. However, to predict the effects of future climate change on the ice sheets, it is necessary to fully understand the mechanisms of ice sheet growth, decay, and collapse throughout the past glacial cycles. The models of ice sheet dynamics during past glacial cycles show that the thickness and elevation of the ice sheets and the thermal conditions at their base are key parameters controlling the basal flow regime and the evolution of the ice volume (Marshall and Clark, 2002; Hughes, 2009).

During the last glacial cycle (LGC), ~ 120000-12000 yrs BP, large ice sheets formed in the Northern Hemisphere, covering Scandinavia and almost all of Canada (Denton and Hughes, 1981; Peltier, 2002, 2004; Zweck and Huybrechts, 2005). The growth and decay of ice sheets are governed mainly by ice dynamics and ice sheet-climate interactions (Oerlemans and van der Veen, 1984; Clark, 1994; Clark and Pollard, 1998). Ice dynamics are also strongly controlled by the underlying geolog-
ical substrate and associated processes (Clark et al., 1999; Marshall, 2005). Clark and Pollard (1998) studied how the ice thickness and the nature of the geological substrate control flow at the base of the glacier. They showed that soft beds, beds of unconsolidated sediment at relatively low relief, result in thin ice sheets that are predisposed to fast ice flow when possible. Hard beds, beds of high relief crystalline bedrock, on the other hand, provide the ideal conditions for the formation of larger, thick ice sheets that experience stronger bed-ice sheet coupling and slow ice flow. Basal flow rate is also affected by the basal temperatures, which play a key role in determining the velocity. However, the ice sheet evolution models use basal temperatures that are poorly constrained because of the lack of direct data pertaining to thermal conditions at the base of ice sheets. The objective of the present study is to use borehole temperature depth data to estimate how the temperatures varied at the base of the Laurentide Ice Sheet during the last glacial cycle.

Temporal variations in ground surface temperatures (GST) are recorded by Earth's subsurface as perturbations to the "steady-state" temperature profile (e.g., Hotchkiss and Ingersoll, 1934; Birch, 1948; Beck, 1977; Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986). With no changes in GST, the thermal regime of the subsurface is governed by the outflow of heat from Earth's interior resulting in a profile where temperature increases with depth. In homogeneous rocks without heat sources, the "equilibrium temperature" increases linearly with depth. When changes in ground surface temperature occur and persist, they are diffused downward and recorded as perturbations to the semi-equilibrium thermal regime. These perturbations are superimposed on the temperature-depth profile associated with the flow of heat from Earth's interior. For periodic oscillations of the surface temperature, the temperature fluctuations decrease exponentially with depth such that:

\[ T(z, t) = \Delta T \exp(i\omega t - z\sqrt{\frac{\omega}{2\kappa}}) \exp(-z\sqrt{\frac{\omega}{2\kappa}}) \]  

(1.1)
where $z$ is the depth, $t$ is time, $\kappa$ is the thermal diffusivity of the rock, $\omega$ is the frequency, and $\Delta T$ is the amplitude of the temperature oscillation. Long time persistent transients affect subsurface temperature to great depths. Hotchkiss and Ingersoll (1934) were the first to attempt and infer past climate from such temperature-depth profiles, specifically they estimated the timing of the last glacial retreat from temperature measurements in the Calumet copper mine in northern Michigan. Birch (1948) estimated the perturbations to the temperature gradient caused by the last glaciation and suggested a correction to heat flux determinations in regions that had been covered by ice during the LGC. A correction including the glacial-interglacial cycles of the past 400,000 years was proposed by Jessop (1971) to adjust the heat flow measurements made in Canada. It was only in the 1970s that systematic studies were undertaken to infer past climate from borehole temperature profiles (Cermak, 1971; Sass et al., 1971; Beck, 1977). The use of borehole temperature data for estimating recent ($<300$ years) climate changes became widespread in the 1980s because of concerns about increasing global temperatures (Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986; Lachenbruch, 1988). High precision borehole temperature measurements have been mostly made for estimating heat flux in relatively shallow (a few hundred meters) holes drilled for mining exploration. Such shallow boreholes are suitable for studying recent ($<500$ years) climate variations and the available data have been interpreted in many regional or global studies (e.g., Bodri and Cermak, 2007; Jaupart and Mareschal, 2011, and references therein). However, very few deep ($\geq 1500$ m) borehole temperature data are available to study climate variations on the time scale of 10 to 100 kyr. Oil exploration wells are usually a few km deep but are not suitable because the temperature measurements are not made in thermal equilibrium and lack the required precision. Nonetheless a few deep mining exploration holes have been drilled, mostly in Precambrian Shields, where temperature measurements can be used for climate studies on the time scale of the LGC. In Canada, Sass et al.
(1971) measured temperatures in a deep (3000 m) borehole near Flin Flon, Manitoba, and used direct models to show that the surface temperature during the last glacial maximum (LGM), \( \sim 20,000 \) yrs BP, could not have been more than 5 K colder than present. Other Canadian deep boreholes temperature profiles have since been measured revealing regional differences in temperatures during the LGM. From a deep borehole in Sept-Îles, Québec, Mareschal et al. (1999b) found surface temperatures to be approximately 10 K colder than present. This was confirmed by Rolandone et al. (2003b) who studied four deep holes and suggested that LGM surface temperatures were colder in eastern Canada than in central Canada. Chouinard and Mareschal (2009) examined eight deep boreholes located from central to eastern Canada and observed significant regional differences in heat flux, temperature anomalies and ground surface temperature histories. Majorowicz et al. (2014) have studied a 2,400m deep well near Fort McMurray, Alberta, penetrating in the basement. They interpreted the variations in heat flux as due to a 9.6 K increase in surface temperature at 13 ka. Majorowicz and Šafanda (2015) have revised this estimate to include the effect of the variations of heat productions with depth which is non negligible in granitic rocks with high heat production. They concluded that temperatures at the base of the ice sheet in Northern Alberta were about \(-3^\circ C\) during the LGM. On the other hand, studies of deep boreholes in Europe lead to different conclusions for the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet which covered parts of Eurasia during the LGC (e.g., Demezhko and Shchapov, 2001; Kukkonen and Jõeleht, 2003; Šafanda et al., 2004; Majorowicz et al., 2008; Demezhko et al., 2013; Demezhko and Gornostaeva, 2015). Kukkonen and Jõeleht (2003) analyzed heat flow variations with depth in several boreholes from the Baltic Shield and the Russian Platform and found a \(8 \pm 4.5\) K temperature increase following the LGM. Demezhko and Shchapov (2001) studied a \(\sim 5\) km deep borehole in the Urals, Russia, and found a postglacial warming of 12-13 K with basal temperatures below the melting point of ice during the LGM. This
was confirmed by recent work indicating that temperatures in the Urals were \(\sim -8^\circ C\) at the LGM (Demehko and Gornostaeva, 2015).

In this study, we shall examine all the deep borehole temperature profiles measured in central and eastern Canada in order to determine the temperature at the base of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, which covered the area during the LGC. The geographical extent of the study is confined to the southern portion of the Laurentide Ice Sheet because deep mining exploration boreholes have only been drilled in the southernmost part of the Canadian Shield.

1.2 Theory

For calculating the temperature-depth profile, we assume that heat is transported only by vertical conduction and that the temperature perturbation is the result of a time-varying, horizontally uniform, surface temperature boundary condition. The temperature at depth in the Earth, for a homogeneous half space with horizontally uniform variations in the surface temperature, can be written as:

\[
T(z) = T_0 + Q_o R(z) - \int_0^z \frac{dz'}{\lambda(z')} \int_0^{z'} H(z'') dz'' + T_t(z)
\]

(1.2)

where \(T_0\) is the reference ground surface temperature ("steady-state"/long-term surface temperature), \(Q_o\) is the reference heat flux ("steady-state" heat flux from depth), \(\lambda(z)\) is the thermal conductivity, \(z\) is depth, \(H\) is the rate of heat generation, and \(T_t(z)\) is the temperature perturbation at depth \(z\) due to time-varying changes to the surface boundary condition. \(R(z)\) is the thermal resistance to depth \(z\), which is defined as:

\[
R(z) = \int_0^z \frac{dz'}{\lambda(z')}
\]

(1.3)

Thermal conductivity is measured on core samples, usually by the method of di-
vided bars (Misener and Beck, 1960). Radiogenic heat production is also measured on core samples. The temperature perturbation at depth \( z \) resulting from surface temperature variations can be written as (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959):

\[
T_t(z) = \left. \int_0^\infty \frac{z}{2\sqrt{\pi kt^3}} \exp\left(-\frac{z^2}{4\kappa t}\right) T_0(t) \, dt \right|_{t=0}
\]

where \( t \) is time before present, \( \kappa \) is thermal diffusivity and \( T_0(t) \) is the surface temperature at time \( t \) (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). For a stepwise change \( \Delta T \) in surface temperature at time \( t \) before present, the temperature perturbation at depth \( z \) is given by (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959):

\[
T_t(z) = \Delta T \text{erfc}(\frac{z}{2\sqrt{\kappa t}})
\]

where \text{erfc} is the complementary error function.

If the ground surface temperature variation is approximated by a series of constant values \( \Delta T_k \) during \( K \) time intervals \( (t_{k-1}, t_k) \), the temperature perturbation can be written as follows:

\[
T_t(z) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \Delta T_k \left( \text{erfc}(\frac{z}{2\sqrt{\kappa t_k}}) - \text{erfc}(\frac{z}{2\sqrt{\kappa t_{k-1}}}) \right)
\]

The \( \Delta T_k \) represent the departure of the average GST during each time interval from \( T_0 \).

1.2.1 First order estimate of the GST History

We have directly used variations in the long-term surface temperature with depth to obtain a first order estimate of time variations in surface temperature. To interpret subsurface anomalies as records of GST history variations, we must separate the climate signal from the quasi steady-state temperature profile. The quasi steady-state thermal regime is estimated by a least squares linear fit to the
lowermost 100 m section of the temperature-depth profile. The slope and the surface intercept of the fitted line are interpreted as the "steady-state" temperature gradient $\Gamma_0$ and the long-term surface temperature $T_0$ respectively. The bottom part of the profile is the section least affected by the recent changes in surface temperature and dominated by the steady-state heat flow from Earth's interior. When we are using a shallower section of the profile, the estimated long-term temperature and gradient are more affected by recent perturbations in the surface temperature. The shallower the section, the more recent the perturbation. Thus we determine how the estimated long-term surface temperature varies with time by iterating through different sections of the temperature-depth profile. Using the scaling of equation 1.5, the time it takes for the surface temperature variation to propagate into the ground and the depth of the perturbations are related by:

$$ t \approx z^2/4\kappa $$

(1.7)

with $\kappa$ thermal diffusivity, $z$ is the depth, and $t$ is time.

This approach yields only a first order estimate because the temperature perturbations are attenuated as they are diffused downward. However, the temporal variation of the long-term surface temperature is obtained by extrapolating the semi-equilibrium profile to the surface. The effect of a small change in gradient on the long-term surface temperature is proportional to the average depth where the gradient is estimated. Variations in the calculated long-term surface temperature are thus less attenuated than the perturbations in the profile and may well provide a gross approximation of the GST history, but independent of the model assumptions in an inversion procedure.

1.2.2 Inversion

In order to obtain a more robust estimate of the GST histories, we have inverted the temperature-depth profiles for each site and, whenever profiles from
nearby sites are available, we have inverted them jointly. The inversion consists of determining $T_0$, $Q_0$, and the $\Delta T_k$ from the temperature-depth profile (equation 1.6). For each depth where temperature is measured, equation 1.6 yields a linear equation in $\Delta T_k$. For $N$ temperature measurements, we obtain a system of $N$ linear equations with $K + 2$ unknowns, $T_0$, $Q_0$, and $K$ values of $\Delta T_k$. Even when $N \geq K + 2$, the system seldom yields a meaningful solution because it is ill-conditioned. This means that the solution is unstable and a small error in the data results in a very large error in the solution (Lanczos, 1961). Different authors have proposed different inversion techniques to obtain the GST history from the data (e.g., Vasseur et al., 1983; Shen and Beck, 1983; Nielsen and Beck, 1989; Wang, 1992; Shen and Beck, 1991; Mareschal and Beltrami, 1992; Clauser and Mareschal, 1995; Mareschal et al., 1999b). Here, to obtain a "solution" regardless of the number of equations and unknowns and to reduce the impact of noise and errors on this solution, singular value decomposition is used (Lanczos, 1961; Jackson, 1972; Menke, 1989). This technique is well documented and further details can be found in Mareschal and Beltrami (1992), Clauser and Mareschal (1995), Beltrami and Mareschal (1995), and Beltrami et al. (1997).

1.2.3 Simultaneous inversion

As meteorological trends remain correlated over a distance on the order of 500 km (Beltrami et al., 1997), boreholes within the same region are assumed to have been affected by the same surface temperature variations and their subsurface temperature anomalies are expected to be consistent. This holds only if the surface conditions are identical for all boreholes. If these conditions are met, jointly inverting different temperature-depth profiles from the same region will increase the signal to noise ratio. Singular value decomposition was used to jointly invert the sites with multiple boreholes. A detailed description and discussion of the methodology can be found in papers by Beltrami and Mareschal (1995) and
Beltrami et al. (1997).

1.3 Data Description

We have used thirteen deep boreholes (≥1500 m) across eastern and central Canada to determine the temperature throughout and after the LGC. All the sites are located in the southern portion of the Canadian Shield, which was covered by the Laurentide Ice Sheet that extended over most of Canada during the LGC (Figure 1.1). Borehole locations and depths are summarized in Table 1.1. All the holes that we logged were drilled for mining exploration. The only exception is Flin Flon that was drilled to be instrumented with low noise seismometers for monitoring nuclear tests. Detailed description of the measurement techniques as well as the relevant geological information can be obtained from the heat flow publications (Sass et al., 1971; Mareschal et al., 1999b,a; Rollandone et al., 2003a,b; Perry et al., 2006, 2009; Jaupart et al., 2014). We shall briefly summarize the main steps of the measurement technique has been described in several papers (e.g. Mareschal et al., 1989; Perry et al., 2006; Lévy et al., 2010). Temperature is measured at 10 m intervals along the hole by lowering a calibrated probe with a thermistor. The precision of the measurements is better than 0.005K with an overall accuracy estimated to be of the order 0.02K Thermal conductivity is measured on core samples. Samples are collected in every lithology with an average of one sample per 80m. The thermal conductivity is measured with a divided bar apparatus on five cylinders of the core with thickness varying between 0.2 and 1.0cm. This method based on five measurements on relatively large core samples provides the best estimate of the thermal conductivity of the bulk rock and is unaffected by small heterogeneities. Samples of the core have also been analyzed for heat production following the method described by Mareschal et al. (1989).

A description of eight sites, Flin Flon, Pipe, Manitouwadge 0610, Manitouwadge
0611, Balmertown, Falconbridge, Lockerby, and Sept Iles, can be found in Roland-dons et al. (2003b) and Chouinard and Mareschal (2009). Five additional profiles (Owl, near Thompson, Manitoba, Victor and Craig Mines both near Sudbury, Ontario, Matagami and Val d’Or, Québec) were analyzed. The Val d’Or borehole was logged in 2010 to a depth of \( \sim 1750 \) m. It is situated 15 km east of the mining camp of Val d’Or, Québec in a flat forested area. The Matagami borehole is located near the mining camp of Matagami, some 300 km north of Val d’Or. The Owl borehole, which was logged in 1999 and 2001, is located \( \sim 5 \) km from the Birchtree Mine and \( \sim 8 \) km south of the city of Thompson, Manitoba. The two other new boreholes, Craig Mine and Victor Mine, are located within the Sudbury structure, north-east of Lake Huron, in Ontario. The Craig Mine borehole, near the town of Levack, north-west of Sudbury, was logged in 2004. The deep mine was in operation when measurements were made and pumping activity was continuous to keep the deep mine galleries from flooding. The Victor Mine site was sampled in 2013, close to the community of Skaad, north-east of Sudbury, Ontario. Victor Mine operated in 1959 and 1960 but exploration and engineering work is presently underway to prepare for reopening the mine at greater depth.

We found systematic variations of thermal conductivity at Flin Flon, Thompson (Owl), and Matagami, and we corrected accordingly (Bullard, 1939). We calculated the thermal resistance and obtained a temperature vs thermal resistance profile that is almost linear. We calculated the heat flux as the slope of the temperature-resistance and found no discontinuity in heat flux along the profile (Table 1.1). For all the other sites that show no systematic variations in conductivity, we have used the mean thermal conductivity to calculate heat flux. Heat production was measured and found to only be significant at two sites, Lockerby \( (3 \mu W \ m^{-3}) \) and Victor Mine \( (0.9 \mu W \ m^{-3}) \), and therefore only taken into account at these sites. Variations in heat production with depth may affect the tempera-
ture profiles and the GST (Majorowicz and Šafanda, 2015). Because systematic variations of heat production with depth were not present at these sites, they were not included in the inversion. In absence of heat production and in steady-state, the heat flux does not vary with thermal resistance. Variations in heat flux with thermal resistance (or depth) is thus a diagnostic of departure from 1-D steady-state thermal regime. A decrease in heat flux toward the surface is associated with surface warming and enhanced heat flux is due to cooling. The heat flux profiles that we have calculated for all the sites (Figure 1.2) exhibit clear departures from 1-D steady-state condition. The heat flux was calculated as the product of the temperature gradient and the thermal conductivity within each interval. No smoothing was applied. As expected the gradient profile contains high frequency variations as the gradient always amplifies noise and errors in the temperature measurements. Some holes appear to be noisier at depth near the exploration targets because of small scale conductivity variations due to the presence of mineralization. Furthermore, the inclination of some of the holes decreases markedly at depth resulting in larger errors in the gradient. For example, the inclination Val d'Or, 85 degrees at the collar, was only 20 degrees near the end of the hole. Most of the profiles show a very pronounced increase of heat flux with depth at shallow depth (<200 m) and a clear trend of increasing heat flux between 500 and 1500 m. The increase at shallow depth is related to very recent (<300 years) climate warming. The trend between 500 and 1500 m is the result of the surface warming that followed the glacial retreat at ca 10 ka.

1.4 Analysis and Results

1.4.1 Long-term Surface Temperatures

Estimated long-term surface temperatures as a function of time and depth (i.e. proportional to depth squared) were determined for each borehole (Figure 1.3).
The time in these plots represents the time it took the signal to propagate and not the time that the surface temperature perturbation occurred. The range of long-term surface temperatures for each borehole was estimated over its sampled depth and reveal the persistent long-term climate trends. These trends are the mirror image of the heat flow trends.

A decreasing temperature trend with time and depth is apparent in all the boreholes in Manitoba except Pipe that does not show a clear trend. Variations of surface temperature are not consistent, with almost no trend at Pipe and a weak signal at Owl. The Flin Flon borehole is the deepest available for this study and provides a history four times longer than that of the two shallower boreholes at Owl and Pipe. It is consistent with a colder period coinciding with the LGM. In western Ontario, Manitouwadge 0611 exhibits very strong oscillations at depth. The source of noise is difficult to ascertain because of the complicated geological structure and the absence of thermal conductivity data. Borehole 0610 at Manitouwadge is consistent with colder temperatures during the LGM but the Balmertown hole does not show any variation in long-term surface temperature. Four profiles at Sudbury, are consistent with colder temperature during the LGM, but the amplitude of the trend varies between sites. Similar trends are observed for the three easternmost holes in Québec with long-term temperatures on average 5 K lower near the bottom of the holes than near the surface.

These first order estimates suggest colder surface temperatures during the LGM at most of the sites. In order to better quantify the surface temperature changes, we must turn to inversion and obtain the GST histories.

1.4.2 Individual inversions

The GST histories at all the studied sites for the time period of 100 to 100,000 years BP was inverted from the temperature-depth profiles. The time span of the
GST history model consists of 16 intervals whose distribution varies logarithmically because the resolution decreases with time. A singular value cutoff of 0.08 was used for all the individual profile inversions (Figures 1.4-1.7). The singular value cutoff eliminates the part of the solution that is affected by noise and effectively introduces a smoothing constraint on the solution (Mareschal and Beltrami, 1992). A summary of the inversion results can be found in Table 1.2. Two main episodes can be recognized in the GST histories: One is associated with a minimum temperature that occurred around the LGM at ca 20ka. The second is a warming observed at ca 2-6 ka coinciding with the Holocene Climatic Optimum (HCO), a warm period that followed the deglaciation (Lamb, 1995).

For the purpose of the discussion, we have grouped the sites that are from the same geographical region. We shall thus distinguish between Manitoba, western Ontario, the Sudbury area, and Québec.

The sites from Manitoba, Flin Flon, Owl and Pipe, have not recorded a very strong signal and do not exhibit common regional trends are observed (Figure 1.4). The lack of regional trends is expected as Thompson (Owl and Pipe) and Flin Flon sites are ~300 km apart and the present day ground surface temperatures differ by 3K. The weak signal recorded may be in part because the present ground surface temperature is very low; it is close to 0°C in Thompson where intermittent permafrost is found. At Flin Flon, where the present ground temperature is near 3°C, we found that ground surface temperature variations were small, confirming previous studies by Sass et al. (1971). The surface temperature was minimum around the LGM and was near the melting point of ice (−0.3°C). For Pipe, little to no signal was recorded. We found that there was minimal change in the ground surface temperature (~2.5 K in amplitude) over the past 100,000 years. For Owl, the amplitude of the temperature changes has doubled (~5 K), with the minimum temperature (~-2.4°C) around the LGM and a warming around the HCO.
Although this result is plausible, some uncertainty remains as Guillou-Frottier et al. (1996) noted high heat flux correlated with high thermal conductivity in the Thompson Belt. The elevated thermal conductivity is due to the presence of vertical slices of quartzites, which increase thermal conductivity by a factor of 1.7. Furthermore, the site is affected by a poorly resolved conductivity structure as thermal conductivity measurements vary in the deepest part of the borehole, between 2.21 and 5.14 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\). The lateral heat refraction effects due to the thermal conductivity contrast affect the temperature profiles and alter the GST history. For these reasons, we have little confidence in the robustness of the Owl GST history reconstruction. In western Ontario (Balmertown, Manitouwadge 0610, and 0611), results at all sites show minimum temperatures around the LGM, with a very weak minimum at Balmertown (Figure 1.5). However, the amplitude of the temperature change is much larger at Manitouwadge 0611 (~10 K) than Balmertown (~2 K) and Manitouwadge 0610 (~3 K). As the two Manitouwadge sites are only ~40 km apart, this difference is surprising. While Manitouwadge 0611 yields a plausible GST history, it appears to have an amplified signal. The site is located in a complex geological structure and lacks thermal conductivity data. There is also a change in the temperature gradient at 500 m, which cannot be accounted for. In the absence of thermal conductivity data, we cannot consider the GST history for Manitouwadge 0611 as reliable.

All four sites in the Sudbury region, Craig Mine, Falconbridge, Lockerby, and Victor Mine, have recorded minimal temperatures around the LGM (Fig 1.6). However, the minimum past temperatures for the region do vary between sites. The coldest minimum temperature was found at Craig Mine. The amplitude of the temperature changes for the site (~12 K) is much larger than those of the other sites, which vary between ~5-7 K. This difference is unexpected as these sites are all within the Sudbury craton and should have recorded similar histories.
The Craig Mine signal appears amplified, which could be the result of water flows induced by pumping at levels below 2000 m in the mine. We thus believe that the GST history for Craig Mine is not reliable. The minimum temperatures at Lockerby and Victor Mine, 2.8°C and 3.0°C, are also the highest of the study. These are also the only two sites with non-negligible heat production, 3µW m⁻³ and 0.9µW m⁻³ respectively. The corrections for heat production produce an increase of the temperature gradient proportional to depth and result in an amplification of the warming signal in the profile. Consequently, the minimum and maximum temperatures would be higher at these sites, Lockerby and Victor Mine, than those with negligible heat production.

The GST histories from the three boreholes in Québec, Matagami, Val d’Or and Sept Iles, display regional differences (Figure 1.7). However, for all three sites, the minimum temperatures are synchronous and occurred around the LGM. For all the sites used in this study, the lowest minimum temperature occurred in this region, −1.4°C at Sept Iles.

At all sites, excluding Pipe mine, we found that the ice retreat was followed by a warm episode, that can be associated with the HCO, a warm period whose maximal temperatures have been dated at 4.4–6.8 ka with palynological reconstructions from northern Ontario and northern Michigan (Boudreau et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2000).

We have compared the ranges of temperature in the inverted GST histories with those of the long-term surface temperature variations for all the sites (Table 1.4). Although the total range varies between sites from ~2 K to ~8 K, the two methods yield consistent values that differ by less than 1 K at most of the sites. The warming trend in the long-term surface temperature variations is consistent with the inverted GST histories. This correlation between the long-term surface tem-
perature ranges and the persistent long-term GST history trends suggests that our results are robust. The inversion of borehole profiles has a very limited resolving power and short period oscillations can seldom be recovered. In practice, the duration of an episode must be proportional (1/3 to 1/2) to the time when it occurred. The last glacial period is easily identified, but shorter period events such as the HCO that lasted 1-2 kyr around 5 ka are just beyond the threshold of resolution. It is thus possible, that constraining the GST to include the HCO would result in colder GST during the LGM, as suggested by Will Gosnold in his comment. This would require obtaining proxy data from sites close to Flin Flon and Thompson. This also requires documenting the temperature conditions at the bottom of Lake Agassiz which covered most of Manitoba after the glacial retreat.

1.4.3 Simultaneous Inversion

We have inverted simultaneously the boreholes of Thompson (Owl and Pipe), Manitouwadge (0610 and 0611) and Sudbury (Craig Mine, Falconbridge, Lockerby, and Victor Mine) to observe regional trends and to improve the signal to noise ratio (Figure 1.8). The simultaneous inversion results are summarized in Table 1.3. For simultaneous inversion, the temperature-depth profiles were truncated to ensure a common depth for all the boreholes. This insures consistency and facilitates comparison because we are examining the subsurface temperature anomalies for the same time period. For all inversions, the minimum temperature occurs around the LGM and the deglaciation is followed by a warming associated with the HCO. Although Owl and Manitouwadge 0611 have questionable individual inversions, we have still performed simultaneous inversions for the regions of Thompson and Manitouwadge in an attempt to decrease the signal to noise ratio. For Thompson, the width of the GST history temperature range is \(\sim 4\) K. As Pipe did not appear to record a signal, the simultaneous inversion appears to have damped
slightly the questionable signal recorded at Owl. The amplitude difference for the Manitouwadge GST history is $\sim 8$ K, between that of 0610 ($\sim 3$ K) and 0611 ($\sim 10$ K).

The Sudbury simultaneous inversion was performed with and without Craig Mine. This was done to check whether the inclusion of Craig Mine, a site which we suspect to have been affected by water flow, affects the reconstructions. Both inversions display similar trends; however, there is a difference in the range of temperature variations. The inversion excluding Craig Mine yielded a $\Delta T$ of 7 K, similar to those of the individual inversions of Falconbridge ($\sim 7$ K), Lockerby ($\sim 7$ K) and Victor Mine ($\sim 5$ K). Upon inclusion of Craig Mine, $\Delta T$ was increased to 11K, demonstrating that the presence of a signal due to water flow in the temperature profile at this site has a strong effect on the results of the simultaneous inversion.

1.5 Discussion

The minimum temperatures of the GST histories occur around the LGM, representing the basal temperatures of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. These temperatures vary spatially and range from -1.4 to 3.0°C, near or above the pressure melting point of ice. Such spatial variation is expected as numerous studies have demonstrated present-day spatial basal temperature variability beneath the Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheets (e.g., Dahl-Jensen et al., 1998; Pattyn, 2010; Schneider et al., 2006). The highest basal temperatures occur within the Sudbury basin at Lockerby and Victor Mine. The Sudbury region has the highest average heat flux of the Canadian Shield, $\sim 54$ mW m$^{-2}$, because crustal heat production is higher than average (Perry et al., 2009). The lowest basal temperature is recorded at Sept Iles, where the heat flux is the lowest of the studied regions, $\sim 34$ mW m$^{-2}$. These correlations suggest a link between heat flux and basal temperatures. This
is further supported by modelling work showing that heat flux influences the thermal structure and properties of ice sheets, including basal temperatures and ice flow (Greve, 2005; Pollard et al., 2005; Llubes et al., 2006). However, the Sept Iles basal temperature has also been linked to its proximity to the edge of the ice sheet and area of thinner ice (Rolandone et al., 2003b). Our study is consistent with a possible link between basal temperature and heat flux along with ice dynamics in the Laurentide Ice Sheet during the LGC but further modelling work is necessary to confirm such a relationship. Variations in these parameters (heat flux and ice dynamics) could account for the differences observed in the basal temperatures beneath the Fennoscandian and Laurentide ice sheets.

The basal temperatures recorded, near the pressure melting point of ice, indicate the possibility of basal flow and ice streams, two important factors affecting ice sheet evolution. These processes have been suggested by geomorphological evidence presented by Dyke et al. (2002) and predicted by the ICE-5G model (Peltier, 2004). Basal flow has the ability to transport large amounts of water from the interior of the ice sheet, leading to thinning of the ice sheet and climatically-vulnerable ice. It is postulated to be a key factor in glacial terminations (Marshall and Clark, 2002). Furthermore, these temperatures demonstrate that the southern portion of the Laurentide Ice Sheet was not frozen to the bed, suggesting basal sliding. These conditions can lead to instability. Widespread basal sliding and increase surface meltwater could have been a factor resulting in the rapid collapse of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (Zwally et al., 2002). However, these basal temperatures and associated melt persisted prior to and throughout the LGM over more than 30,000 years with deglaciation only occurring rapidly during the early Holocene (Carlson et al., 2008). While this indicates that basal temperatures near the pressure melting point of ice cannot be solely responsible for ice sheet instability and collapse, it demonstrates that they are a key parameter in ice sheet evolution,
one that ice sheet evolution models must take into account. Elevated basal temperatures, near or above the pressure melting point of ice, have been recorded in the present-day ice sheets (Fahnestock et al., 2001; Pritchard et al., 2012). Our results indicate that alone this cannot be considered as an indication of ice sheet collapse. However, combined with other processes it could lead to instability and collapse.

1.6 Conclusions

Thirteen deep boreholes from eastern and central Canada were analyzed to determine the GST histories for the last 100 kyr. The long term trends are consistent between sites. A warm period following the retreat of the ice sheet is inferred at ~2-6 ka in the inverted GST histories, correlated to the Holocene Climatic Optimum.

The surface temperatures reached their minima during the LGM and post glacial warming started ca 10ka. The corresponding temperatures at the base of of the Laurentide Ice Sheet range from −1.4 to 3.0°C, and are all near or above the pressure melting point of ice. Such temperatures allow for basal flow and fast flowing ice streams, two important factors affecting ice sheet evolution, illustrating the need for models of ice sheet evolution to account for such a key parameters as basal temperature. Despite the suggestion that melting took place at its base, the Laurentide ice sheet persisted throughout the LGM over more than 30,000 years. This demonstrates that basal temperatures near the melting point of ice do not indicate that an ice sheet is on the verge of collapse. However, combined with other processes it could lead to instability and collapse.

The differences between GST histories at different sites raise other questions concerning the controls on temperatures at the base of ice sheets. Equilibrium between heat flow from the Earth’s interior and heat advection by glacial flow de-
termines the temperature at the boundary between the ice and the bedrock. The correlation between higher heat flux and higher basal temperatures in the Sudbury region suggests that variations in crustal heat flux may account for some of the regional differences in basal temperatures along with the dynamics of ice thickness controlled by the accumulation rate and the distance to the edge of the ice sheet.

It is also noteworthy that similar deep borehole studies in Europe suggest that basal temperatures beneath the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet and in the Urals during the LGC were much colder (Kukkonen and Jöeleht, 2003; Demezhko et al., 2013) than those observed in Canada (Chouinard and Mareschal, 2009). Because of the geological similarities between the two regions, this contrast is likely to be due to differences in climate and ice dynamics between Europe and North America during the LGC.
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Figure 1.1 Map of central and eastern Canada and adjoining US showing the location of sampled boreholes. Thompson (Owl and Pipe), Manitouwadge (0610 and 0611) and Sudbury (Falconbridge, Lockerby, Craig Mine, and Victor Mine) have several boreholes present within a small region. The number of profiles available at locations with multiple holes is enclosed in parenthesis.
Figure 1.2 Heat flux variation as a function of depth. Heat flux is calculated as the product of thermal conductivity by the temperature gradient calculated over 3 points. The Flin Flon, Owl and Matagami profiles have been corrected to account for thermal conductivity variations with depth as shown in Table 1.1.
Figure 1.3 Long-term surface temperature variations over time (left y-axis) and depth (right y-axis) for all the boreholes. Time is determined from depth by equation 1.7.
Figure 1.4 Ground Surface Temperature History from the Manitoba boreholes, at Flin Flon and Thompson (Pipe and Owl). The temperatures have been shifted with respect to the reference surface temperature of the site, $T_o$, as shown in Table 1.2.
Figure 1.5 Ground Surface Temperature History for the western Ontario boreholes: Balmertown and Manitouwadge 0610 and 0611. The temperatures have been shifted with respect to the reference surface temperature of the site, $T_0$, as shown in Table 1.2.
Figure 1.6 Ground Surface Temperature History for all the boreholes around Sudbury, Ontario (Victor Mine, Falconbridge, Lockerby, and Craig Mine). The temperatures have been shifted with respect to the reference surface temperature of the site, $T_0$, as shown in Table 1.2.
Figure 1.7 Ground Surface Temperature History for the boreholes in Quebec, Matagami, Val d’Or and Sept-Iles. The temperatures have been shifted with respect to the reference surface temperature of the site, $T_0$, as shown in Table 1.2.
Figure 1.8 GST changes from simultaneous inversion with respect to the long-term temperature at 100 ka. The Sudbury GST changes include (black) and exclude (red) Craig Mine.
Table 1.1 Technical information concerning the boreholes used in this study, where $\lambda$ is thermal conductivity and $Q$ is heat flux.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$Q$ (mW m$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FlinFlon</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>54°43'</td>
<td>102°00'</td>
<td>3196</td>
<td>3.51 (≤1000m)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.83 (1000-2000m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.51 (&gt;2000 m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson - Pipe</td>
<td>01-14</td>
<td>59°59'10&quot;</td>
<td>98°07'42&quot;</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mareschal et al., 1999a; Rolandon et al., 2002; Chouinard and Mareschal, 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson - Owl</td>
<td>00-17, 01-16</td>
<td>55°40'17&quot;</td>
<td>97°51'35&quot;</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>3.0 (&lt;1200m)</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6 (&gt;1200m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmerton</td>
<td>00-02</td>
<td>51°01'59&quot;</td>
<td>93°42'56&quot;</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Rolandon et al., 2003a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitowadge - 0610</td>
<td>06-10</td>
<td>49°09'07&quot;</td>
<td>80°43'46&quot;</td>
<td>2064</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Rolandon et al., 2003b; Chouinard and Mareschal, 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitowadge - 0611</td>
<td>06-11</td>
<td>49°10'16&quot;</td>
<td>80°46'31&quot;</td>
<td>2279</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Rolandon et al., 2003b; Chouinard and Mareschal, 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury - Victor Mine</td>
<td>13-01</td>
<td>46°40'17&quot;</td>
<td>80°48'34&quot;</td>
<td>2060</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury - Falconbridge</td>
<td>03-16</td>
<td>46°39'05&quot;</td>
<td>80°47'30&quot;</td>
<td>2122</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Perry et al., 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury - Lockerby</td>
<td>04-01</td>
<td>46°26'00&quot;</td>
<td>81°18'55&quot;</td>
<td>2207</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Perry et al., 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury - Craig Mine</td>
<td>04-02</td>
<td>46°38'34&quot;</td>
<td>81°21'03&quot;</td>
<td>2279</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Chouinard and Mareschal, 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val d'Or</td>
<td>10-08</td>
<td>48°06'02&quot;</td>
<td>77°31'26&quot;</td>
<td>1754</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Jaupart et al., 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matagami</td>
<td>04-09</td>
<td>49°42'29&quot;</td>
<td>77°44'28&quot;</td>
<td>1579</td>
<td>3.27 (≤1000m)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.02 (&gt;1000m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept Iles</td>
<td>98-20</td>
<td>50°12'46&quot;</td>
<td>60°38'19&quot;</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mareschal et al., 1999b; Chouinard and Mareschal, 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.2 Summary of GST history results where $T_o$ is the long-term surface temperature, $Q_o$ is the quasi-equilibrium heat flow, $T_{min}$ is the minimal temperature, $T_{pgw}$ is the maximum temperature attained during the postglacial warming, $t_{min}$ and $t_{pgw}$ is the occurrence of the minimal temperature and maximum postglacial warming temperature. Parentheses indicate sites where the GST history is not reliable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$T_o$</th>
<th>$Q_o$</th>
<th>$T_{min}$</th>
<th>$t_{min}$</th>
<th>$T_{pgw}$</th>
<th>$t_{pgw}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($^\circ$C)</td>
<td>(mW m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>($^\circ$C)</td>
<td>(ka)</td>
<td>($^\circ$C)</td>
<td>(ka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlinFlon</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.15-0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Owl)$^a$</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>-2.36</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.9-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmertown</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitouwadge 0610</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Manitouwadge 0611)$^b$</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-2.83</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Mine</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falconbridge</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockerby</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Craig Mine)$^c$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>-3.20</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val d'Or</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matagami</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept Iles</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>-1.42</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The temperature profile at this site may be distorted by horizontal contrasts in thermal conductivity, $^b$The temperature profile in the lowermost part of the hole may be affected by subvertical layering and thermal conductivity contrasts, $^c$The temperature profile may be affected by water flow caused by pumping in the nearby mine.
Table 1.3 Summary of GST history results for simultaneous inversions where $t_{\text{min}}$ and $t_{\text{pgw}}$ is the occurrence of the minimal temperature and maximal temperature associated with postglacial warming, and $\Delta T$ is the temperature range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$\Delta T(GSTH)$</th>
<th>$t_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$t_{\text{pgw}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thompson</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitouwadge</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury (exc. Craig)</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.4 Ranges in surface temperature variations estimated from: the iteration of the long-term surface temperature as a function of depth (column 1) and from inversion of the GST history (column 2), along with the difference between the two (column 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$\Delta T_d$</th>
<th>$\Delta T$(GSTH)</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flin Flon</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Pipe Mine</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Owl$^a$</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmertown</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitouwadge, 0610</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitouwadge, 0611$^b$</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury, Victor Mine</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury, Falconbridge</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury, Lockerby</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudbury Craig Mine$^c$</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val d’Or</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matagami</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept Iles</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The temperature profile at this site may be distorted by horizontal contrasts in thermal conductivity, $^b$The temperature profile in the lowermost part of the hole may be affected by subvertical layering and thermal conductivity contrasts, $^c$The temperature profile may be affected by workflow caused by pumping in the nearby mine.
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Abstract

The ground surface temperature histories of the past 500 years were reconstructed at 10 sites containing 18 boreholes in northeastern Canada. The boreholes, between 400 and 800 m deep, are located north of 51°N, and west and east of James Bay in northern Ontario and Québec. We find that both sides of James Bay have experienced similar ground surface temperature histories with a warming of 1.51±0.76 K during the period of 1850 to 2000, similar to borehole reconstructions for the southern portion of the Superior Province and in agreement with available proxy data. A cooling period corresponding to the Little Ice Age was found at only one site. Despite permafrost maps locating the sites in a region of discontinuous permafrost, the ground surface temperature histories suggest that the potential for permafrost was minimal to absent over the past 500 years. This could be the result of air surface temperature interpolation used in permafrost models being unsuitable to account for the spatial variability of ground temperatures along with an offset between ground and air surface temperatures due to the snow cover.
2.1 Introduction

Earth's subsurface thermal regime is governed by the outflow of heat from the interior and by temporal variations in ground surface temperature (GST). The heat flux from the interior of the Earth varies on time scales of the order of a few million of years in active tectonic regions and several 100 Myr in stable continents. It can be considered as steady state relative to the timescale of climatic surface temperature variations. To determine the heat flow from the Earth's interior, temperature-depth profiles are measured in boreholes. In homogeneous rocks with no heat production, the steady-state temperature profile linearly increases with depth. Persistent temporal changes in the ground surface energy balance cause variations of the ground temperature that diffuse downwards and are recorded as temperature anomalies superimposed on the linear steady-state geotherm (e.g., Hotchkiss and Ingersoll, 1934; Birch, 1948; Beck, 1977). The extent to which the ground surface temperature changes are recorded is proportional to their duration and amplitude and inversely proportional to the time when they occurred. For periodic oscillations of the surface temperature, the temperature is propagated downward as a damped wave. The amplitude of the wave decreases exponentially with depth over a length scale $\delta$ (skin depth) proportional to the square root of the period ($\delta = \sqrt{\kappa T/\pi}$), where $\kappa$ is the thermal diffusivity of the rock, $\approx 10^{-6}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ or $\approx 31.5$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$. This damping removes the high-frequency variability that is present in meteorological records and allows for the preservation of the long-term climatic trends in the ground temperature signal (e.g., Beltrami and Mareschal, 1995).

From the interpretation of temperature-depth profiles, it is possible to infer centennial trends in Earth's surface temperature variations. The first attempt to infer climate history from temperature-depth profiles was the study by Hotchkiss and
Ingersoll (1934) who estimated the timing of the ice retreat at the end of the last glaciation. It was, however, not until the 1970s that systematic studies were undertaken to infer past climate from such profiles (e.g., Cermak, 1971; Sass et al., 1971; Vasseur et al., 1983). In the 1980s, with increasing concern over global warming, use of borehole temperature-depth profiles to estimate recent (<300 years) climate change became widespread following the study of Lachenbruch and Marshall (1986). This has lead to many local, regional, and global studies (e.g., Huang et al., 2000; Harris and Chapman, 2001; Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003; Beltrami and Bourlon, 2004; Pollack and Smerdon, 2004; Chouinard et al., 2007; Pickler et al., 2016b).

Because of the availability of suitable temperature-depth profiles in the Canadian Shield, many studies have been undertaken in central and eastern Canada. The majority of these studies have used temperature-depth profiles from the southern portion of the Superior Province of the Canadian Shield (~45°-50°N), where many mining exploration holes are readily available and the crystalline rocks are less likely to be affected by groundwater flow than sedimentary rocks. These studies have shown a warming signal of ~1-2 K over the last ~150-200 years following a period of cooling about 200-500 yr BP associated with the Little Ice Age (LIA) (e.g., Beltrami and Mareschal, 1992; Wang et al., 1992; Guillou-Frottier et al., 1998; Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003; Chouinard and Mareschal, 2007).

For logistical reasons, mining exploration has been restricted to the southernmost part of the Shield and the few holes that have been drilled in northern regions cannot be measured because they are blocked by permafrost. Nevertheless, a few studies were conducted at higher latitudes. Majorowicz et al. (2004) reconstructed the GST history for 61 temperature-depth profiles between 60°N and 82°N in northern Canada. They found strong evidence that GST warming started
in the late 18th century and continued until present. Simultaneous inversion of their data yielded a warming of \( \sim 2K \) for the last 500 years. Studies in Ellesmere Island (above 60°N) have shown varying trends, confirming that temperatures do not increase uniformly over Arctic regions. Taylor et al. (2006) reconstructed the 500-year GST history from three boreholes and found a 3 K warming since the LIA minimum, \( \sim 200 \) yr BP, which is consistent with Beltrami and Taylor (1995) results and the oxygen isotopes studies on ice cores from the region (Fisher and Koerner, 1994). Chouinard et al. (2007) used three temperature-depth profiles in a region with continuous permafrost at the northernmost tip of Québec to infer the GST history. They found a very strong and recent warming of \( \sim 2.5 \) K, with the largest part of this warming occurring in the preceding 15 years, i.e. much later than in Ellesmere Island. Because of lack of adequate borehole temperature depth profiles in eastern Canada between 51°N and 60°N, the large region between the Canadian Arctic and the southern part of the Canadian Shield has not been studied and the climate trends of the last 500 years for this region remain unclear except for boreholes at Voisey Bay, at 56°N on the east coast of Labrador, which show almost no climate signal (Mareschal et al., 2000).

The first motivation of this study is to reduce the gap in data between the Arctic and southeastern Canada. We shall examine 18 temperature-depth profiles measured at 10 sites from eastern Canada to reconstruct the GST histories for the last 500 years. The sites are located in the poorly sampled region north of 51°N, west and east of James Bay in northern Ontario and Québec. They are to the north of the previous eastern Canada studies and south of the Arctic ones, in a part of the Superior Province where heat flux is extremely low (\(< 30\text{mW m}^{-2}\)) (Jaupart et al., 2014).

The second motivation of the study is to assess whether borehole temperature
profiles can be used to retrace the evolution of permafrost in northern Ontario and Québec. Permafrost maps locate the boreholes in a region of discontinuous permafrost (Brown et al., 2002). All sites, excluding Noront, lie in discontinuous isolated patches of permafrost, i.e. where less than 10% of the ground is frozen. Noront lies near the southern boundary of extensive discontinuous permafrost, i.e. where permafrost affects between 50-90% of the ground. In regions with an absence of ground temperature measurements, such as northern Ontario and Québec, permafrost maps are estimated from surface air temperature and their contour lines (Heginbottom, 2002). The -2.5°C mean annual surface air temperature (SAT) contour line for the period 1950-1980 crosses the southern part of our study region in Ontario, and most of the Québec sites are located between -2.5 and -5°C SAT contour lines (Phillips, 2002). However, permafrost was not encountered during sampling of the Québec or Ontario boreholes. It is also worth pointing out that the ground is covered by thick snow cover during several months (from mid-December to late April) in the regions above 50°N. Studies demonstrated that the ground surface temperatures are strongly affected by the duration of the snow cover and are offset from SAT (Bartlett et al., 2005; Zhang, 2005; González-Rouco et al., 2006, 2009; García-García et al., 2016). In these regions with extensive snow cover, the borehole temperature profiles are affected by changes in both SAT and snow cover. Meteorological and proxy data indicate that there is more snowfall and longer snow cover on the ground in the Québec region than in Ontario (Bégin, 2000; Brown and Mote, 2009; Brown, 2010; Environment Canada, 2010; Nicault et al., 2014). This points to possibly warmer present ground surface temperatures and smaller permafrost extent in northern Québec than in Ontario, and the prospect for different ground surface temperature histories between the regions.
2.2 Theory

Assuming Earth is a half-space where physical properties only vary with depth, the temperature at depth \( z \), \( T(z) \), can be written as (Jaupart and Mareschal, 2011):

\[
T(z) = T_o + Q_o R(z) - \int_0^z \frac{dz'}{\lambda(z')} \int_0^{z'} H(z'')dz'' + T_t(z) \quad (2.1)
\]

where \( T_o \) is the reference surface temperature, \( Q_o \) the reference surface heat flux, the integral accounts for the vertical distribution of heat producing elements \( H(z) \), and \( T_t(z) \) is the temperature perturbation at depth \( z \) due to time-varying changes to the surface boundary condition. The thermal depth \( R(z) \) is defined as:

\[
R(z) = \int_0^z \frac{dz'}{\lambda(z')}, \quad (2.2)
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the thermal conductivity.

The temperature perturbation can be calculated by the following equation (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959):

\[
T_t(z) = \int_0^\infty \frac{z}{2\sqrt{\pi \kappa t}} \exp \left( -\frac{z^2}{4\kappa t} \right) T_o(t) dt \quad (2.3)
\]

where \( \kappa \) is thermal diffusivity and \( T_o(t) \) is the surface temperature at time \( t \) before present. For a step change in surface temperature, \( \Delta T \), at time \( t \) before present, the temperature perturbation \( T_t(z) \) is given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959):

\[
T_t(z) = \Delta T \text{erfc}(\frac{z}{2\sqrt{\kappa t}}) \quad (2.4)
\]

where \( \text{erfc} \) is the complementary error function. If the GST perturbations are
approximated by their mean values \( \Delta T_k \) during \( K \) intervals \((t_{k-1}, t_k)\), the temperature perturbation is written as follows:

\[
T_t(z) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \Delta T_k \left( \text{erfc} \frac{z}{2\sqrt{\kappa t_k}} - \text{erfc} \frac{z}{2\sqrt{\kappa t_{k-1}}} \right)
\]  

(2.5)

\( \Delta T_k \) is the average difference between the ground surface temperature during the time interval \((t_{k-1}, t_k)\) and the reference surface temperature \(T_0\).

2.2.1 Inversion

To reconstruct the GST history for each temperature-depth profile, we must invert equation 2.5. The inversion involves solving for the parameters \( T_0, Q_0, \) and \( \Delta T_k \) of the temperature-depth profile. Equation 2.5 yields a system of linear equations in the unknown parameters for each depth where temperature has been measured. If \( N \) temperature measurements were made in the borehole, a system of \( N \) linear equations with \( K + 2 \) unknowns, \( T_0, Q_0, \) and the \( K \) values of \( \Delta T_k \) is obtained. However this system of equations is ill-conditioned and its solution is unstable to small perturbations in the temperature data, i.e. a small error in the data results in a very large error in the solution (Lanczos, 1961). Different inversion methods are available to stabilize (regularize) the solution of ill-posed problems (Backus-Gilbert method, Tikhonov regularization algorithm, Bayesian methods, singular value decomposition, Monte Carlo methods). All these inversion techniques have been applied to reconstruct the GST history (e.g., Vasseur et al., 1983; Nielsen and Beck, 1989; Shen and Beck, 1991; Mareschal and Beltrami, 1992; Clauser and Mareschal, 1995; Mareschal et al., 1999b). In this paper, we have used the singular value decomposition because it is a very simple method to reduce the impact of noise and errors on the solution (Lanczos, 1961). This technique is well documented for geophysical studies (Jackson, 1972; Menke, 1989) and its application
for inversion of the ground temperature history is straightforward (Mareschal and Beltrami, 1992).

For sites including several boreholes with similar surface conditions, the data are inverted simultaneously because it is assumed that they have experienced the same surface temperature variations and therefore consistent subsurface temperature anomalies. It was expected that consistent trends in the temperature profiles would reinforce each other while errors and random noise would cancel each other. However, the resulting improvement in the signal to noise ratio remains marginal unless a sufficiently large number of profiles with the same GST history are available, which is almost never the case. Simultaneous inversion is described in detail and discussed by Beltrami and Mareschal (1992), Clauser and Mareschal (1995), and Beltrami et al. (1997), among others.

2.3 Description of data

Figure 2.1 shows the locations of the thirteen sites including twenty-five boreholes across northern Ontario and Québec. The heat flow of these sites has previously been studied and a detailed description of the measurement techniques and sites can be found in the heat flow publications (Jessop, 1968; Jessop and Lewis, 1978; Lévy et al., 2010; Jaupart et al., 2014). Their temperature-depth profiles can be found in Jaume-Santero et al. (2016). All the sites are located north of 51°N, west and east of James Bay, and the boreholes range in depth between 400 and 800 m. All the holes were cased in the upper ~10-15 m and, excluding Otoskwin and Nielsen Island, were drilled for mining exploration purposes. The temperature was measured at 10 m intervals using a calibrated thermistor. The sampling rate is higher at Otoskwin with temperature measurements every 1 m, while Nielsen Island was measured every 30 m. The overall accuracy is estimated on the or-
order of 0.02 K with a precision of greater than 0.005 K. Thermal conductivity was measured on core samples by the method of divided bars (Misener and Beck, 1960). Radiogenic heat production measurements were also made on core samples but are not needed for corrections because the holes are not deep and the heat production rate is low.

Only 18 holes proved suitable for inversion of the ground surface temperature. Their location and depth can be found in Table 2.1. Three northern Ontario sites are located in a region of discontinuous isolated patches of permafrost: Musselwhite, Thierry Mine, and Otoskin. One site, Noront, lies near the southern edge of a region with extensive discontinuous permafrost. Thierry Mine (0605, 0606, 0608) and Noront (1012, 1013, 1014, 1015) include several boreholes. Six sites are located in northern Québec in a region of discontinuous isolated patches of permafrost (Nielsen Island, LaGrande, Eastmain, Eleonore, Corvet, Camp Coulon), with Eastmain (0803, 0804) and Camp Coulon (0712, 0713, 0714) having multiple boreholes. Systematic variations in thermal conductivity observed at Nielsen Island were corrected by using the thermal depth (Bullard, 1939). Some measurements were not used for this study for different reasons (Table 2.2). Boreholes less than 300 m deep were rejected for being too shallow. When the mean distance to a lake was less than the depth of the hole, or less than 300 m, they were rejected. Furthermore, boreholes were deemed too steep and were rejected if they had a slope of 5% or more over a distance comparable to the depth. The profile at Mimiskwa Lake (Ontario) is too shallow to be inverted; the boreholes at Clearwater (Québec) are plunging under a lake that affects the temperature profiles; the borehole at Poste Lemoyne is on the side of a very steep hill and the profile is seriously perturbed by the topography. We also discarded one of the temperature profiles at the Eleonore site because the borehole was plunging under a recently
filled water reservoir and one of the profiles at the LaGrande site because it was a few metres away from the edge of a 30 m cliff. The borehole temperature-depth profiles at sites with multiple boreholes were truncated at the depth of the shallowest borehole to ensure that the same period of time was being studied (Thierry Mine at 530 m, Noront at 400 m, Eastmain at 400 m, and Camp Coulon at 400 m) (Beltrami et al., 2011). The temperature anomaly for each site was calculated by subtracting from the data the estimated steady-state temperature obtained by least-square fitting of a linear function to the bottom 100 m of the profile (Figures 2.2-2.3). Tests were made to show that, below 300 m, the heat flux does not vary with the selected depth interval (Lévy et al., 2010; Jaupart et al., 2014) and that the reference temperature profile is stable.

2.4 Results

The temperature-depth profiles from the 10 sites were inverted to reconstruct the GST histories for the last 500 years divided in intervals of 20 years (Figures 2.4-2.6). Simultaneous inversion was used at sites with multiple boreholes: Thierry Mine, Noront, Eastmain, and Camp Coulon. The cutoff value or number of eigenvalues determines which part of the solution is eliminated to reduce the impact of noise. A lower cutoff value results in higher resolution in the reconstruction of the GST but at the expense of stability (Mareschal and Beltrami, 1992). Three eigenvalues (0.2 cutoff) were retained for all the sites except Otoskwin and Corvet, where four eigenvalues (0.08 cutoff) were retained. The results of the inversions are summarized in Table 2.3. Although the ground surface temperature histories differ in their details, they consistently show a trend of warming relative to the reference temperature (i.e. temperature 500 years before logging). Only one site shows indications that the GST was affected by the LIA, a cold period that occurred between 200-500 yr BP.
In northern Ontario, the trends of the inferred GST differ between sites. Otoskwin is the only site to show a LIA signal, with a cooling of \( \sim 0.5 \) K with respect to the reference temperature (500 yr BP). Evidence for this cooling can be found in the temperature anomaly at \( \sim 200 \) m but is also observed at Musselwhite and TM0608, where no LIA is reconstructed (Figure 2.2). Moreover, there is a noticeable change in the Otoskwin temperature gradient at \( \sim 200 \) m, which cannot be correlated to variations in thermal conductivity measured on 80 samples from the borehole. The recent warming at Musselwhite and Otoskwin occurred around the same time but it is observed earlier (\( \sim 250-300 \) yr BP) at Thierry Mine and Noront (Figure 2.4). The total amplitude of warming differs greatly between the sites: 0.50 K with respect to reference temperature at Otoskwin, 0.88 K at Musselwhite, 1.85 K at Noront, and 2.85 K at Thierry Mine. It is likely that the Thierry Mine signal was amplified by the clearing of vegetation that took place during the operation of the mine between 1934 and 1950.

Unlike for northern Ontario, a LIA signal was not found for any of the northern Québec sites (Figures 2.5-2.6). A LIA signal was expected because pollen data have suggested that the cooling during the LIA (up to \(-0.3^\circ\)C for North America) was strongest in northern Québec (Gajewski, 1988; Viau and Gajewski, 2009; Viau et al., 2012). However, a cooling signal at \( \sim 200 \) m, which could be associated with the LIA, is observed in the temperature anomaly of CC0713 (Figure 2.3). Discontinuities are observed in the temperature anomaly of CC0712 between 100 and 300 m. These are also observed in the temperature gradient and could be due to small water flows. The onset of the recent climate warming is the same for all the sites (\( \sim 100-150 \) yr BP), except Eleonore, where it began \( \sim 200-300 \) yr BP. The amplitude of the warming varies between 0.5 and 2 K (Figures 2.5-2.6) with the largest warming occurring at Corvet (2.18 K).
2.5 Discussion and Conclusions

Borehole temperature profiles in northern Ontario and Québec consistently show a ground surface temperature increase of $1.51 \pm 0.76$ K above the reference temperature. Most of this increase took place for the period of 1850 to 2000. Thierry Mine shows larger than average warming signals: $2.85$ K. The area around the Thierry Mine boreholes (0605, 0606, 0608) was cleared in the 1940s after the first opening of the mine and a satellite image locates all three boreholes ~300 m from a lake. Lakes disturb a profile if they are at a distance less than the depth of the boreholes (Lewis and Wang, 1992). The proximity to the lake along with the change in vegetation cover could explain the enhanced warming signal (Lewis and Wang, 1998; Lewis, 1998). This illustrates the significant influence of non-climatic effects on ground surface temperature reconstructions from borehole temperature-depth profiles.

A cooling period corresponding to the LIA was found for only one site, Otoskwin (Ontario), which exhibits marked perturbations of the temperature profile. While spatial and temporal variation in the LIA have been noted (Matthews and Briffa, 2005), the absence of a consistent LIA signal in northern Ontario and Québec deserves some discussion. The LIA cooling period has been inferred from different proxies and selected borehole temperature-depth profiles in eastern Canada (e.g., Archambault and Bergeron, 1992; Beltrami and Mareschal, 1992; Wang and Lewis, 1992; Chouinard et al., 2007; Bunbury et al., 2012). For example, pollen data indicate a pronounced LIA cooling in Québec (Viau and Gajewski, 2009; Gajewski, 1988). The lack of LIA signal in the majority of the borehole inversions could be related to a combination of several factors. One is the limited resolution of the inversion of borehole temperature profiles. In the presence of noise, a period of weak cooling between 500 and 200 yr BP followed by strong warming is diffi-
cult to resolve. Resolution at Otoskwin is better because the singular value cutoff was lowest at this site. Furthermore, Mareschal and Beltrami (1992) showed that resolution decreases when noise and errors must be filtered and a higher singular value cutoff required to reduce the impact of noise but retain the gross features of the solution. Profiles and anomalies of Musselwhite and TM0608 are noisy, this could explain the absence of LIA signal in the reconstructions. However, the CC0713 temperature anomaly is less noisy and shows a mild cooling of $\leq 0.2$ K. A test run with 1 K cooling between 1600 and 1800 and varying singular value cutoff showed that, in noise-free synthetic data, a 1 K cooling cannot be resolved with less than five singular values. This explains why a mild cooling, such as that observed at CC0713 ($\leq 0.2$ K) and in pollen data ($\leq 0.3$ K) (Gajewski, 1988; Viau and Gajewski, 2009; Viau et al., 2012), could not resolved. Also, Chouinard and Mareschal (2007) suggested that the LIA could have started $\sim 100$ years earlier in northern Québec than in southern Canada. Resolving the LIA would require a borehole deeper than $\sim 400$ m, which is not the case of all the holes. Let us also point out that the sampling resolution at Nielsen Island is low, with measurements only every 30 m, which is not sufficient to resolve a LIA signal. While the absence of LIA signal in Québec was unexpected, its absence in northern Ontario confirms the findings of Gosselin and Mareschal (2003), who found only two sites with a LIA signal among 33 temperature-depth profiles from northwestern Ontario. They hypothesized that the lack of LIA signal could be due to the influence of Lake Superior because the two sites with LIA signals were above 50$^\circ$N and the furthest from Lake Superior. This is not supported by the present study because the four Ontario sites are several hundreds of kilometres away from Lake Superior. It is also possible that the LIA signal is masked by other physical effects, such as an advance and retreat of permafrost or a change in the precipitation regime and the duration of the ground snow cover during the LIA.
No geographic trends in the GST histories were observed, despite different SAT conditions. Meteorological data from the NOAA weekly dataset and eight general circulation models (GCMs) for the period of 1970-1999 display a longer snow cover duration in northern Québec than in northern Ontario (Brown and Mote, 2009). The higher precipitation is confirmed by proxy reconstructions of lake levels and tree forms (Bégin, 2000; Lavoie and Payette, 1992). Because of the greater snowfall and longer snow cover, the present ground surface relative to air surface temperatures in Québec are warmer than in Ontario. However, these dissimilar conditions have not resulted in noticeable discordance between the GST histories between northern Ontario and Québec, suggesting that the same differences in precipitation persisted throughout the period reconstructed.

The magnitude of the recent warming is about the same as the ~1-2 K warming for the period of 1850 to 2000 inferred from several studies in the southern portion of the Superior Province (Beltrami and Mareschal, 1992; Shen and Beck, 1992; Chouinard and Mareschal, 2007) and less than the very pronounced warming in the eastern Canadian Arctic (Beltrami and Taylor, 1995; Taylor et al., 2006; Chouinard et al., 2007).

The sites are located in a region described as discontinuous permafrost, where ground temperatures are slightly below freezing, at least according to the Canadian and world permafrost maps. No sign of permafrost was found at any of the measured sites nor at the sites that were excluded (see Table 2.2); however, permafrost has been reported in the James Bay lowlands near Eleonore, Eastmain, and Lagrande (Thibault and Payette, 2009). Not only are the present average ground surface temperatures well above the freezing point of water, but, except for Nielsen Island, the ground surface temperature histories retrieved from inversion reveal that the temperature has remained well above the freezing point for
the last 500 years, indicating that the potential for permafrost was minimal to absent. We have also noted that during logging of more than 100 holes in the regions of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and northern Ontario classified as discontinuous permafrost, permafrost has been encountered at only one hole, north of the town of Lynn Lake in northern Manitoba (Guillou-Frottier et al., 1998). Clearly, the spatial distribution of permafrost outlined in the available permafrost maps is questionable, possibly because they are not based on sufficiently deep ground temperature measurements but estimated from interpolated sparse records of SAT (Heginbottom, 2002; Gruber, 2012). The discrepancy between permafrost maps and direct field observations reveal that SAT interpolations are unsuitable to estimate the spatial variations of ground temperatures. This is likely because the maximum thickness of snow exceeds 1 m at the end of the winter remaining on the ground from mid-December to mid-April, resulting in a large offset between the GST and SAT (Zhang, 2005; Grosse et al., 2016). Our study suggests that borehole temperature profiles could be used in the future to assess the reality of the permafrost retreat assumed to have occurred after the LIA (Halsey et al., 1995; Schuur et al., 2008). Furthermore, borehole temperature profiles might be a better means for determining the southern extent of areas of past and present permafrost than current permafrost maps and a useful tool for validation of climate models.
Appendix - Detailed Site Description

Ten sites, including 18 boreholes, were utilized to reconstruct the ground surface temperature history of northern Ontario and Québec for the past 500 years. A detailed description of the rock type and geological unit of each site can be found in Table 2.4 and heat flow studies of the region (Jessop, 1968; Jessop and Lewis, 1978; Lévy et al., 2010; Jaupart et al., 2014).

Four sites (Musselwhite, Thierry Mine, Otoskwin, Noront) comprising nine boreholes are located in northern Ontario. The Musselwhite (0601) site is located in a clearing of ~60 m in diameter with a lake ~330 m to the west and ~180 m to the east. Three boreholes (0605, 0606, 0608) are located at Thierry Mine, ~500 m away from a large clearing. This clearing is associated with the development of the nearby mine in 1934-1950. Furthermore, all three sites are ~300 m from a lake. 0605 and 0608 are found in a clearing due to drilling of ~80 m in diameter. The Otoskwin borehole was measured in 1985 and is located ~180 m from the Otoskwin River. The final four Ontario boreholes (1012, 1013, 1014, 1015) are found in Noront. The sites are fairly flat, swampy and muddy. They are in the McFaulds Lake project, ~300 km north of the town of Geraldton and within a region referred to as the Ring of Fire of the James Bay Lowlands. N1012 and N1013 are ~40 m apart, ~500 from N1015 and ~400 m from N1014. The complex lithological column has led to noisy temperature-depth profiles (Jaupart et al., 2014).

Northern Québec is home to the remaining nine boreholes, found in six distinct sites. Nielsen Island is the northern most site of this study. It was logged in 1977 and is located on an island in the Hudson Bay. The La Grande borehole (0405) is in a large clearing for drilling, in fairly flat and swampy region. It is located
~400 m from a main Hydro Québec power line and power line clearing. Eleonore (0502) is ~200 m from the Opinaco reservoir and is dipping towards the reservoir. Two boreholes (0803, 0804) are in Eastmain, ~220 km from the mining camp of Matagami. 0803 is ~50 m south of a road but is dipping away from the road. Corvet (0716) is located in a fairly flat area. The final three boreholes (0712, 0713, 0714) are in Camp Coulon. 0713 is ~20 km north of the hydroelectric station of Lafarge-Deux. 0712 and 0714 are ~450 m apart and located on top of a small relief, with 0712 found in a clearing of ~30 m diameter.
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**Figure 2.1** Map of Ontario and western Québec showing the location of sites (red dots). For sites with several boreholes (Camp Coulon, Eastmain, Thierry Mine, and Noront), the number of profiles available is enclosed in parenthesis. Black diamonds show the locations of sites that were discarded.
Figure 2.2 Temperature anomalies for the northern Ontario boreholes. Holes TM0605, TM0606, and TM0608 are from the Thierry Mine site; holes N1012, N1013, N1014, and N1015 belong to the Noront site. The anomaly is obtained by subtracting the estimated steady-state geotherm obtained by the least-square fit of a straight line to the bottom 100 m of the borehole temperature-depth profile. The black line represents the best linear fit, while the pink and blue lines are the upper and lower bounds, respectively, of the $2\sigma$ confidence intervals. For N1014, TM0606, and Otoskwin, the upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval are not visible due to the temperature scale. The temperature anomaly at Musselwhite was cut at 650 m.
Figure 2.3 Temperature anomalies for the northern Québec boreholes. CC0712, CC0713, CC0714 are the boreholes from Camp Coulon; Ea0803 and Ea0804 are the boreholes from Eastmain. The anomaly is obtained by subtracting the estimated steady-state geotherm obtained by the least-square fit of a straight line to the bottom 100 m of the borehole temperature-depth profile. The black line represents the best linear fit, while the pink and blue lines represent the upper and lower bounds, respectively, of the 2σ confidence intervals. The temperature anomaly at Nielsen Island was cut at 600m.
Figure 2.4 GST histories for the northern Ontario sites determined by inversion of the anomalies. For multiple holes at a given site (Thierry Mine and Noront), simultaneous inversion was used. The pink and blue lines represent the inversions of the upper and lower bounds of the anomaly. For Otoskwin, the three lines are superposed.
Figure 2.5 GST histories for the northern Québec sites. Simultaneous inversion was used for Eastmain, which includes two holes. The pink and blue lines represent the inversions of the upper and lower bounds of the anomaly.
Figure 2.6 GST histories for the northern Québec sites. Simultaneous inversion was used for Camp Coulon, which includes more than one hole. The pink and blue lines represent the inversions of the upper and lower bounds of the anomaly.
Table 2.1 Location and technical information concerning the boreholes used in this study, where true depth is the depth corrected for the dip of the borehole, $\lambda$ is the thermal conductivity, $Q$ is the heat flux, and $Q_{corr}$ is the heat flux corrected for post glacial warming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Dip ($^\circ$)</th>
<th>True depth (m)</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$Q$ (mW m$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$Q_{corr}$ (mW m$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muselwhite</td>
<td>0601</td>
<td>52°37'28.3&quot;</td>
<td>90°23'32.7&quot;</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thierry Mine</td>
<td>0605</td>
<td>51°30'24&quot;</td>
<td>90°21'11&quot;</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0606</td>
<td>51°30'22&quot;</td>
<td>90°21'11&quot;</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0608</td>
<td>51°30'24.3&quot;</td>
<td>90°21'10.7&quot;</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otoekwin</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>51°49.5&quot;</td>
<td>89°35.9&quot;</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Jessop and Lewis (1978)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noront</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>52°44'23.9&quot;</td>
<td>86°17'42.1&quot;</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>52°44'25&quot;</td>
<td>86°17'42.1&quot;</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>52°44'29.9&quot;</td>
<td>86°17'59.9&quot;</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>52°44'26.9&quot;N</td>
<td>86°18'11.9&quot;W</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen Island</td>
<td>0-77</td>
<td>55°23.7&quot;</td>
<td>77°41.0&quot;</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1,008</td>
<td>5.5 (≤ 400m)</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>Jessop (1968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.4 (&gt; 400 m)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeGrande</td>
<td>0405</td>
<td>53°31'45&quot;</td>
<td>76°33'15&quot;</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastmain</td>
<td>0803</td>
<td>52°10'16&quot;</td>
<td>76°27'66&quot;</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0804</td>
<td>52°10'16&quot;</td>
<td>76°27'66&quot;</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleonore</td>
<td>0002</td>
<td>52°43'05&quot;</td>
<td>76°04'46&quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvet</td>
<td>0716</td>
<td>53°19.072&quot;N</td>
<td>73°55.760&quot;W</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Coulon</td>
<td>0712</td>
<td>54°47'43&quot;</td>
<td>71°17'09&quot;</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0713</td>
<td>54°47'95&quot;</td>
<td>71°17'20&quot;</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0714</td>
<td>54°47'43&quot;</td>
<td>71°17'34&quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 2.2 Location and technical information concerning boreholes not suitable for this study, where $T_o$ is the reference surface temperature and $Q_o$ is the reference heat flux

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>$T_o$ (°C)</th>
<th>$Q_o$ (mW m$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Remark</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miminiska</td>
<td>0603</td>
<td>51°34'51&quot;</td>
<td>88°31'09&quot;</td>
<td>3.33±0.02</td>
<td>25.8±1.5</td>
<td>Too shallow</td>
<td>(Lévy et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaGrande</td>
<td>0406</td>
<td>53°31'42&quot;</td>
<td>76°33'49&quot;</td>
<td>2.67±0.005</td>
<td>14.1±0.3</td>
<td>Topography</td>
<td>(Lévy et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleonore</td>
<td>0503</td>
<td>52°42'00&quot;</td>
<td>76°04'45&quot;</td>
<td>2.56±0.01</td>
<td>27.7±0.6</td>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td>(Lévy et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearwater</td>
<td>0505</td>
<td>52°12'33&quot;</td>
<td>75°48'38&quot;</td>
<td>2.33±0.02</td>
<td>30.6±0.4</td>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>(Lévy et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0506</td>
<td>52°12'31&quot;</td>
<td>75°48'23&quot;</td>
<td>2.23±0.01</td>
<td>31.3±0.2</td>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>(Lévy et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0507</td>
<td>52°12'39&quot;</td>
<td>75°48'23&quot;</td>
<td>2.73±0.004</td>
<td>30.5±0.3</td>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>(Lévy et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poste Lemoyne</td>
<td>0715</td>
<td>53°27'37&quot;</td>
<td>75°12'21&quot;</td>
<td>1.83±0.004</td>
<td>24.5±0.2</td>
<td>Topography</td>
<td>(Lévy et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.3 Summary GST History Results where $T_o$ is the reference surface temperature, $Q_o$ is the reference heat flux, $\Delta T$ is the difference between the maximal temperature and the reference temperature 500 years before logging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>year</th>
<th>$T_o$ (°C)</th>
<th>$Q_o$ (mW m$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta T$ (K)</th>
<th>LIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musselwhite</td>
<td>0601</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2.56±0.01</td>
<td>30.0±0.5</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0605</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2.63±0.01</td>
<td>25.9±0.5</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0606</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2.55±0.01</td>
<td>23.5±0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0608</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2.62±0.01</td>
<td>23.9±0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thierry Mine</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>2.81±0.001</td>
<td>19.5±0.05</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.16±0.01</td>
<td>35.5±0.9</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.51±0.02</td>
<td>31.3±1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.78±0.004</td>
<td>32.2±0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2.35±0.02</td>
<td>27.6±1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otoskwin</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>-0.43±0.02</td>
<td>23.7±0.4</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noront</td>
<td>0-77</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>-0.43±0.02</td>
<td>23.7±0.4</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0405</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2.18±0.004</td>
<td>19.4±0.2</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0803</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2.98±0.01</td>
<td>27.3±0.4</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0804</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>3.01±0.003</td>
<td>27.0±0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen Island</td>
<td>0502</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2.04±0.01</td>
<td>30.9±0.5</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaGrande</td>
<td>0716</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2.45±0.01</td>
<td>24.9±0.3</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastmain</td>
<td>0712</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1.46±0.01</td>
<td>26.6±0.4</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0713</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1.83±0.01</td>
<td>24.2±0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0714</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1.33±0.004</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.4 Geological unit and rock type concerning the boreholes used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>Rock Type</th>
<th>Geological Unit</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musselwhite</td>
<td>0601</td>
<td>gneiss</td>
<td>Sachigo subprovince</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thierry Mine</td>
<td>0605</td>
<td>granite</td>
<td>Uchi belt</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0606</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0608</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otoskwin</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Jessop and Lewis (1978)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noront</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>North Caribou terrane</td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen Island</td>
<td>0-77</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Jessop (1968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaGrande</td>
<td>0405</td>
<td>granodiorite</td>
<td>LaGrande volcano-plutonic belt</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastmain</td>
<td>0803</td>
<td>metasedimentary and volcanics</td>
<td>LaGrande volcano-plutonic belt</td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0804</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jaupart et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleonore</td>
<td>0502</td>
<td>wacke</td>
<td>LaGrande volcano-plutonic belt</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvet</td>
<td>0716</td>
<td>intermediate volcanics</td>
<td>LaGrande volcano-plutonic belt</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Coulon</td>
<td>0712</td>
<td>rhyolite</td>
<td>LaGrande volcano-plutonic belt</td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0714</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lévy et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

The ground surface temperature histories for the last 500 years were reconstructed from nine temperature-depth profiles in northern Chile. Differing trends have been observed in the region. In the northern coastal region of Chile, there is no perceptible climate signal, while the northern central Chilean region, between 26°S and 28°S, the data suggest a cooling from ~1850 to ~1980 followed by a 1.9 K warming starting ~20-40 years BP. A warming of similar amplitude is inferred in the ground surface temperature histories for Peru and the semiarid regions of South America. Such warming is greater than that inferred by the CRUTEM4 data, climate reconstructions for central Chile and southern South America, and the PMIP3/CMIP5 surface temperature simulation for the north-central Chile gridpoint. Neither the simulations nor the proxy data climate reconstructions show a cooling period. These differences are associated with a local trend not resolved in the gridpoints of the CRUTEM4 or PMIP3/CMIP5. More data and reconstructions are required to determine the long-term climate trends in northern Chile.
3.1 Introduction

To assess and predict the long-term effects of the modern climate warming, understanding and simulating Earth’s complex climate and its variability is crucial. All the inferences on the future climate system come from general circulation models (GCMs). Experiments with GCMs allow for the study of future climate scenarios. Due to the limited resolution of GCMs, climatic relevant processes that operate at less than GCM grid size scale have been parametrized differently between different models. This yields simulations with a wide range of variability. Therefore, these models must be tested against paleoclimate data and reconstructions to assess the robustness of their climate projections.

As the meteorological record only extends back as far as 150 years, proxy based climate reconstructions are required to evaluate climate projections and provide insight to the long-term trends of climate variables. There has been significant work on paleoclimatic reconstructions for the Northern Hemisphere (e.g., Mann et al., 1999; Moberg et al., 2005; Rutherford et al., 2005). However, there are few climate reconstructions for the Southern Hemisphere and the majority of them rely on a small number of data sets (Huang et al., 2000; Mann and Jones, 2003; IPCC, 2013). This absence of paleoclimatic data leads to uncertainty in the forcings of the Southern Hemisphere’s climate system. Studies have been initiated to fill in this gap (e.g., Villalba et al., 2009; Neukom and Gergis, 2012). As of 2012, 174 monthly to annually resolved climate proxy records covering the last 2000 years have been collected (Neukom and Gergis, 2012). Using this expanded data set of terrestrial and oceanic paleoclimatic records, Neukom et al. (2014) obtained a millennial ensemble reconstruction of annually resolved temperature variations for the Southern Hemisphere. They compared this with an independent Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstruction ensemble and found that the post-1974
warming period was the only period of the last millennium when both hemispheres experienced warm extremes. Their results imply that the global climate system cannot be solely represented by external forcings and Northern Hemisphere variations and highlight the need for more paleoclimate records from the Southern Hemisphere.

South America is a key region in understanding the climate system of the Southern Hemisphere as it is the largest landmass in the Southern Hemisphere and extends from 10°N to 55°S. The continent separates the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, influencing ocean circulation and global climate. Because of the limited amount of paleoclimate data, the majority of studies have been restricted to the southern portion of the continent. This is an important region lies in the center of the modern westerly wind field and therefore allows for the examination of past westerly wind variability (Boninsegna et al., 2009; Villalba et al., 2009; PAGES-2K Network, 2013; Flantua et al., 2016). Moy et al. (2009) analyzed multiple paleoclimate records, including meteorological, palynological, and dendrochronological data, and observed a temperature decrease and increase in westerly wind intensity during the Little Ice Age, along with arid conditions during the Medieval Climate Anomaly. Neukom et al. (2010) examined the hydroclimate of southern South America for the past 500 years using a multiproxy approach and inferred a multicentennial increase in summer precipitation and a decrease in winter precipitation into the 20th century. However, these studies have neglected the northern two-thirds of the South American continent, including the Atacama desert in northern Chile (PAGES-2K Network, 2013).

Studying the climate of northern Chile is key to understanding how extremely sensitive arid environments respond to climatic variations. Furthermore, the natural resources and ecosystem of northern Chile have been put under ever increasing
pressure as the economic development of the region grows (Messerli et al., 1997). It is, therefore, paramount to understand the long-term climatic variations of the region. There have been regional paleoclimatic studies in northern Chile with the majority focusing on reconciling the mid-Holocene paradox, a period ~4-9 ka BP where it is uncertain whether the climate of the Atacama desert and the Central Andes was dry or humid (Bobst et al., 2001; Grosjean et al., 2003). Paleosols, groundwater, abiotic proxy data, and aquatic plant pollen from lake sediments imply a very humid early Holocene and an extremely dry mid-Holocene (Bobst et al., 2001; Grosjean et al., 2001), while terrestrial plant pollen from lake sediments does not (Betancourt et al., 2000; Latorre et al., 2002). On the other hand, the recent climate and its variations have not been the focal point of these studies. The objective of this study is to provide insight to the climate of northern Chile and South America for the past 500 years by adding new data and ground surface temperature (GST) reconstructions and comparing with other proxy climate reconstructions and climate model simulations.

Earth’s subsurface thermal regime is governed by the outflow of heat from Earth’s interior and long-term changes in GST. If there are no GST changes, subsurface temperature increases linearly with depth. When persistent temporal GST variations occur, they diffuse downward and are recorded as perturbations to Earth’s steady-state geotherm (see, e.g., Hotchkiss and Ingersoll, 1934; Birch, 1948; Beck, 1977). The duration, amplitude and time when GST changes occur govern the extent to which they are recorded. Attempts to infer past climate from these borehole temperature-depth profiles began in the 1930s (Hotchkiss and Ingersoll, 1934). It was, however, only in the 1970s that systematic studies to infer past climate were undertaken (Cermak, 1971; Sass et al., 1971; Beck, 1977). As of the 1980s, the technique became more widespread due to concerns about increasing global temperatures (Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986; Lachenbruch, 1988).
Over the years, many global, regional, and local reconstructions have been undertaken (Huang et al., 2000; Harris and Chapman, 2001; Pollack and Smerdon, 2004; Jaume-Santero et al., 2016; Pickler et al., 2016a). However, the majority of these studies have focused on the Northern Hemisphere with little attention to the Southern Hemisphere and South America due to a lack of data. There are numerous high-resolution borehole temperature-depth measurements in South America, primarily made for heat flow studies (Figure 3.1) (Watanabe et al., 1980; Uyeda and Watanabe, 1982; Hamza and Muñoz, 1996; Springer and Förster, 1998). The first heat flow measurements date back to the mid sixties before the marked warming observed in the Northern Hemisphere. Uyeda and Watanabe (1970) conducted a preliminary study of heat flow in South America. The majority of thermal gradients are normal or subnormal over the continent with high values in the Andes and low values on the Pacific coast and along the Amazon River. Additional measurements have been made in Brazil but the data are in publications of limited access (e.g., Vitorello et al., 1980; Hamza et al., 1987). Uyeda and Watanabe (1982) examined 25 heat flow measurements from western South America to investigate heat flow in the subduction plate boundary area of the region. They found low heat flux near the trench and high heat flux on the volcanic arc, similar to the trends observed in other arc-trench systems. Springer and Förster (1998) collected 74 heat flow measurements across the central Andean subduction zone in Chile and Bolivia to study large scale heat flux variations. They concluded that the heat flux pattern of the Central Andean subduction zone is similar to that of the active margin of the North American continent. But, they noted that differences in subduction parameters results in different lithospheric thermal conditions. Only a few of these borehole temperature profiles are useful for climate studies because of depth range and inadequate sampling. Furthermore, the only accessible archive of the temperature profiles are the publications. The uneven distribution of available and suitable borehole temperature measurements leaves several areas void of mea-
surements. Huang et al. (2000) undertook a global reconstruction of temperatures for the past five centuries and inferred a five century cumulative temperature increase of 1.4 K over South America. Because this study relies only on 16 borehole temperature-depth profiles, additional data are needed to confirm its conclusions. Hamza and Vieira (2011) analyzed over 30 borehole temperature-depth profiles from the Amazon region, the Cordilleran region of Colombia, eastern Brazil and the Cordilleran region of Peru. They inferred a warming of 2-3.5°C from the early 20th century to present with similar trends observed in tropical and subtropical zones. On the other hand, semi-arid zones had a warming of 1.4-2.2°C from the late 19th century to present.

As part of an attempt to enlarge the South American borehole temperature data set, we have collected 31 borehole temperature-depth profiles measured in 1994, 2012, and 2015 in northern Chile, a region that was void of data, and reconstructed the GST history for the past 500 years. We shall compare these reconstructions with model outputs and meteorological data for the region, along with proxy climate reconstructions for central Chile and southern South America to assess their robustness and determine climate trends for northern Chile.

3.2 Methodology

To utilize temperature-depth profiles to reconstruct GST histories, we assume that Earth is a half-space where physical properties vary solely with depth, heat is transported only by vertical conduction, and that changes in the surface temperature boundary condition propagate into the subsurface and are recorded as temperature perturbations, $T_i(z)$, of the quasi-steady state temperature profile. The temperature at depth, $T(z)$, can then be written as (Jaupart and Mareschal, 2011):
\[ T(z) = T_0 + q_0 R(z) - \int_0^z \frac{dz'}{\lambda(z')} \int_0^{z'} H(z'')dz'' + T_t(z) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where \( T_0 \) is the long-term ground surface temperature, \( q_0 \) is the quasi-steady state heat flux, \( \lambda(z) \) is the thermal conductivity, \( z \) is the depth, \( H(z) \) is the radioactive heat production, and \( T_t(z) \) is the temperature perturbation at depth \( z \). \( R(z) \) is the thermal depth, which is defined as:

\[ R(z) = \int_0^z \frac{dz'}{\lambda(z')} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

The temperature perturbation, \( T_t(z) \), can be written as (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959):

\[ T_t(z) = \int_0^\infty \frac{z}{2\sqrt{\pi\kappa t^3}} \exp \left( -\frac{z^2}{4\kappa t} \right) T_o(t)dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

where \( \kappa \) is the thermal diffusivity, \( t \) is time before present, and \( T_o(t) \) is the surface temperature at time \( t \). For a stepwise change in \( \Delta T \) in surface temperature at time \( t \) before present, the temperature perturbation, \( T_t(z) \), is given as (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959):

\[ T_t(z) = \Delta T \text{erfc} \left( \frac{z}{2\sqrt{\kappa t}} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

where \text{erfc} is the complementary error function. The surface temperature, \( T_o(t) \), can then be approximated by a series of constant values, \( \Delta T_k \), over \( K \) time intervals \((t_{k-1}, t_k)\), and the perturbation, \( T_t(z) \), is as follows:
The $\Delta T_k$ values represent the difference between the average GST during the time interval $(t_{k-1}, t_k)$ and $T_o$.

### 3.2.1 Inversion

In order to reconstruct the GST history, equation 3.3 (where heat production is neglected) and 3.5 are combined to obtain one linear equation for each measured depth ($z$) with $K + 2$ unknowns, $T_o$, $q_o$, and $\Delta T_k$. The inversion involves solving the system of equations for the unknown parameters. This can be done by: (1) solving for the $K + 2$ unknown parameters simultaneously or (2) determining independently $T_o$ and $\Gamma_o$, the long-term ground surface temperature and quasi-steady state temperature gradient. Here, we use the second technique. $T_o$ and $\Gamma_o$ are calculated by the linear regression of the bottommost 100 m of the temperature-depth profile. The bottommost 100 m of the temperature-depth profile is used since it is assumed to be sufficiently deep to be free of short period surface temperature perturbations and represent the geothermal quasi-steady state. An estimate of the maximum error at a 95% confidence interval of $T_o$ and $\Gamma_o$ is also provided by the linear regression and are the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state, referred to as the extremal steady states. The anomaly or temperature perturbation, $T_t$, is then obtained by the subtraction of this linear fit from the data. If $N$ temperature measurements were made, we are now left with a system of $N$ linear equations with $K$ unknowns, the $K$ values of $\Delta T_k$. This system of equations is ill-conditioned and its solution is unstable (Lanczos, 1961). To stabilize the solution, various inversion techniques have been used (Bayesian methods, singular value decomposition, Monte-Carlo methods) and applied to GST history reconstructions (e.g., Vasseur et al., 1983; Shen and...
Beck, 1983; Nielsen and Beck, 1989; Mareschal and Beltrami, 1992; Wang et al., 1992; Clauser and Mareschal, 1995). We are using singular value decomposition (SVD) because its application to GST reconstructions is straightforward. More details can be found in Mareschal and Beltrami (1992) and Clauser and Mareschal (1995).

3.2.2 Simultaneous inversion

Simultaneous inversion is used at sites with multiple boreholes. These sites are expected to have experienced the same surface temperature variations and have consistent subsurface temperature anomalies. Inverting these sites simultaneously for a common GST history model results in increasing the signal to noise ratio and reinforcing trends in the temperature anomalies. This technique has been widely used and is discussed further in Beltrami and Mareschal (1992), Clauser and Mareschal (1995) and Beltrami et al. (1997).

3.3 Data description and selection

Thirty-one borehole temperature-depth profiles varying in depth from 118 m to 557 m were logged at 11 sites in northern Chile (Figure 3.2). All boreholes are located in the Atacama desert, an arid region with little to no vegetation. The profiles were measured during three different campaigns in 1994, 2012, and 2015 (Springer, 1997; Springer and Förster, 1998; Gurza Fausto, 2014). Locations, depths, elevations, and campaign details are summarized in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. All boreholes logged were drilled for mining exploration purposes. The data were obtained using different measurement techniques. Digital optic-fibre temperature sensing (DTS) was used in 1994 and 2015. It is based on the measurement of a backscattered laser light pulse through a fibre-optic cable (Förster et al., 1997; Förster and Schrött, 1997). This results in the instantaneous measurement of
the entire profile once the cable has been completely lowered into the borehole. A detailed description of this methodology can be found in Förster et al. (1997), Förster and Schrotter (1997), Hausner et al. (2011) and Suárez et al. (2011). The remaining profiles were measured using the conventional method of lowering a calibrated thermistor into the borehole and measuring temperature with depth. In 2012, temperature was measured continually by lowering the thermistor into the borehole at an average speed of ~10-15 m/min. In 1994 and 2015, temperatures were measured at 2 m and 10 m intervals, respectively. All sites were resampled at 10 m intervals to ensure they were weighted evenly. Förster et al. (1997) and Wisian et al. (1997) ran tests to ensure the compatibility of the two methods (DTS and conventional). An offset in the temperature-depth profiles was found and attributed to the calibration of the measurement tools. This effect is considered unimportant when examining temperature changes but must be taken into consideration when calculating the long-term GST.

To determine the suitability of the borehole temperature-depth profiles for climate studies, several selection criteria were used and lead to the rejection of 20 temperature-depth profiles (Table 3.4). Firstly, the tectonic setting of the 31 borehole temperature-depth profiles was considered. They were measured in the tectonically active central Andean orogeny. Uplift and erosion occur within an orogeny and can alter the temperature gradient (Jeffreys, 1938; Benfield, 1949; Jaupart and Mareschal, 2011). However, these tectonic effects operate on a much larger timescale than the 500 year period studied here and are therefore considered to be negligible. Secondly, to reconstruct 500 years, boreholes must be at least 300 m deep and have measurements in the top 100 m. Any sites less than 300 m deep and/or with no measurements in the top 100 m were deemed too shallow and rejected. Furthermore, profiles were visually inspected to ensure no discontinuities, signs of water flow, or other perturbations that would make them
unsuitable for climate reconstructions. As topography is known to distort the temperature isotherms, sites in regions of significant topography were rejected (Jeffreys, 1938). This left eleven profiles suitable for climate studies. However, two of the retained profiles are repeat measurements and do not provide additional information. The measurement and repeat measurement of the borehole temperature data at the Vallenar site (ala1110/ala1110-2) were done using the same technique (conventional method with continuous sampling) and yield identical profiles. The retained profile (ala1110-2) was chosen arbitrarily. The second site with repeat measurements was borehole 1501/DDH2489A at Inca de Oro. The borehole temperature data were measured using the two different techniques, conventional and DTS. Because DTS has a lower resolution than the conventional method, the DTS profile (DDH2489A) was discarded.

After data selection, nine independent profiles were retained for climate reconstructions (Figure 3.3-3.4). They were truncated at 300 m to ensure we were studying the same time period (Beltrami et al., 2011). These profiles are distributed between four sites in northern coastal Chile (Michilla) and north-central Chile (Inca de Oro, Totoral, Vallenar) (Figure 3.2). The two regions, northern coastal Chile and north-central Chile, are separated by over 500 km. The three Michilla boreholes, in northern coastal Chile, are ~10 km from the coast. They were measured in a relatively flat area near the Michilla open pit mine. The remaining three sites (Inca de Oro, Totoral, Vallenar) are found in north-central Chile between 26°S and 28°S. Four boreholes were logged at Inca de Oro in a flat region, ~1 km from the Inca de Oro mine and less than 100 km from the coast. The Totoral borehole was ~75 km south-west of the city of Copiapó and located in a relatively flat area, ~50 km from the coast. The remaining borehole of Vallenar is located between two hills, ~20 km south-west of the city of Vallenar and ~40 km from the coast.
3.4 Results

The GST changes for the past 500 years relative to the measurement date were reconstructed for the four retained sites (Michilla, Inca de Oro, Totoral, Vallenar) using a model consisting of 25 time-steps of 20 years (Figures 3.5-3.8). Sites with multiple boreholes (Michilla and Inca de Oro) were inverted simultaneously to increase the signal to noise ratio (Beltrami et al., 1997). Furthermore, as we expect meteorological trends to be correlated over <500 km, the six borehole temperature-depth profiles in north-central Chile (Inca de Oro, Totoral, Vallenar) were also inverted simultaneously (Figure 3.9). Three eigenvalues were retained for all the inversions. The number of eigenvalues retained acts as a smoothing constraint by removing part of the solution that is most affected by noise (Mareschal and Beltrami, 1992). The inversion results are summarized in Table 3.5.

The GST history of northern coastal Chile (Michilla) shows no warming or cooling for the past 500 years (Figure 3.5). However, the temperature anomalies of the three Michilla profiles show very weak climate signals that are not consistent between profiles (Figure 3.4). Two of the temperature anomalies indicate a cooling (~0.2 K), while the other suggests a warming (~0.5 K). The small amplitude and inconsistencies point to the absence of a signal above the level of noise. This differs from the trends observed in north-central Chile, which is plausible as the two regions are over 500 km apart.

A climate signal has been recorded in the GST history of the three north-central Chile sites (Inca de Oro, Totoral, Vallenar) (Figures 3.6-3.8). Two main periods appear: (1) no warming or cooling between 1500 and ~1800 and (2) a recent climate warming. There are differences between sites with respect to the amplitude and timing of this warming. The warming at Inca de Oro and Vallenar is very
recent, beginning in 1960, while that of Totoral starts much earlier, \(\sim 1800\). This warming ranges in amplitude from 0.4 K at Vallenar to 2.2 K at Inca de Oro. It continues until present (2000) at Inca de Oro and Vallenar. However, at Totoral, the maximum temperature, a warming of 1.7 K, is reached in 1960 and followed by a cooling of \(\sim 1\) K until present. The robustness of this cooling is questionable as it is not marked in the temperature anomaly and may be outside the resolution of our reconstructions. Between \(\sim 1800\) and 1960, cooling of 0.9 K and 1.1 K are found at Inca de Oro and Vallenar, respectively. It is also apparent in the temperature anomalies for the Vallenar and Inca de Oro, excluding borehole 1505 (Figure 3.4). This cooling is not present in the GST history or temperature anomaly of Totoral.

The simultaneous inversion of the six northern-central Chile borehole temperature-depth profiles yields a GST history similar to those of Inca de Oro and Vallenar (Figure 3.9). There is no warming or cooling between 1500 and \(\sim 1800\). A cooling of 0.6 K is inferred between \(\sim 1800\) to 1960, followed by a warming of 1.9 K until present.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Comparison between GST histories

A recent climate warming of \(\sim 0.5-2\) K with respect to the long-term GST is reconstructed at all sites in north-central Chile. The amplitude of this warming agrees with that suggested by Huang et al. (2000) for the South American continent (1.4 K). Furthermore, its amplitude agrees with the warming of \(\sim 1.4-2.2^\circ\)C inferred for semi-arid regions of South America, starting in the late 19th century (Hamza and Vieira, 2011). The timing of this warming coincides with that of the Totoral site but is much earlier than at Inca de Oro, Vallenar, and north-central Chile, which occurred \(\sim 20-40\) years BP. There is also no evidence of cooling in the GST
for semi-arid South America, suggesting that this cooling is a regional feature of north-central Chile.

The global reconstruction of Huang et al. (2000) did not analyze any borehole temperature-depth profiles from northern Chile, but analyzed four borehole temperature depth profiles from the semi-arid region of Peru. Only two of these profiles meet our selection criteria (LM18 and LOB525), the others (LOB527 and PEN742) are too shallow. Figure 3.10 compares the Peruvian GST history with that for north-central Chile. The GST history for the Peruvian boreholes was determined by the simultaneous inversion of the temperature anomalies (obtained using the technique outlined in section 3.2.1) cut at 300 m and retaining 3 eigenvalues. Since these boreholes were measured in 1979, the GST history was reconstructed with respect to the year of measurement. The Peruvian and the north-central Chile GSTs agree for the period between 1500 and \( \sim1800 \), where no cooling or warming is observed. Following this period, the Peruvian GST shows a warming signal of 1.6 K until 1979. The amplitude of this warming signal agrees with that of north-central Chile (1.9 K) but it starts much earlier and no cooling period is inferred. However, examining the GST of LM18, the Peruvian site closest to the border with Chile and at the northern edge of the Atacama desert, a cooling of \( \sim0.5 \text{ K} \) is present from \( \sim1800 \) to 1950, agreeing with that observed in north-central Chile. This leads us to hypothesize that this cooling is a local trend.

3.5.2 Comparison with meteorological data

Meteorological data from the CRUTEM4 for the northern coastal and north-central Chile gridpoints are available but only extend back \( \sim100 \) years (Jones et al., 2012). The CRUTEM4 data for northern coastal Chile and north-central Chile show a warming trend over the past 100 years, highlighting the absence of
climate signal in the northern coastal Chile GST history. This warming agrees with the recent warming in the GST history for the north-central Chile, but its amplitude is ~4 times less than that of the GST history. The north-central Chile CRUTEM4 gridpoint extends across several climatic zones from the coast to the Andes. The climate of the Andes and the coast are cooler than that of the Atacama desert. Their influence could explain the smaller warming signal. Furthermore, it could explain the absence of a cooling signal, which cannot be resolved on the gridpoint scale.

Examination of meteorological data from Copiapó, a city less than 100 km from Inca de Oro in north-central Chile, shows a temperature decrease of ~2.5 K between 1950 and 1960. To determine whether this cooling could be resolved by in the GST reconstruction, a test was run for a synthetic profile with a cooling of 2.5 K between 1950 and 1960. The profile was inverted for a history of the last 500 years in intervals of 20 years, retaining 3 eigenvalues. The inversion yielded a cooling of 0.5 K between 1800 and 1960, showing that a strong local cooling between 1950 and 1960 could be interpreted as the cooling trend in the north-central GST history.

3.5.3 Comparison with other climate proxies

The north-central Chile GST history was also compared with the linear regression 5-year smoothed austral summer surface air temperature reconstruction from sedimentary pigments at Laguna Aculeo, central Chile (von Gunten et al., 2009) and the southern South America austral summer surface air temperatures inferred from 22 annually resolved predictors from natural and anthropogenic archives (Neukom et al., 2010) (Figure 3.11). While there have been paleoclimatic studies in northern Chile, they do not focus on the recent climate, i.e. the last 1000 years (e.g., Bobst et al., 2001; Grosjean et al., 2003), leading to the comparison with
the von Gunten et al. (2009) and Neukom et al. (2010) data. This also provides insight to whether the trends in northern Chile are regional or extend through central Chile and southern South America. From 1500 to 1700, there is no warming or cooling observed in any of the proxy climate reconstructions. Decadal variations, which cannot be resolved in the GST, are observed from 1700 to 1900 in the climate reconstruction for central Chile and southern South America. The climate reconstructions for the three regions show a recent climate warming but differences are noted with respect to the timing of its onset and its amplitude. In southern South America and central Chile, a recent warming of ~0.5 K starting ~150 years BP is inferred. In northern Chile, the warming begins significantly later, ~20-40 years BP, and reaches a maximum of 1.9 K with respect to the long-term GST. No cooling trend is observed in the central Chile or southern South America climate reconstructions. These differences suggest that the cooling and greater amplitude recent warming are regional features of north-central Chile but the absence of warming or cooling from 1500 to 1700 is a climate trend for southern South America.

3.5.4 Comparison with models

The simulations of the last millennium for the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase III (PMIP3) of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) provide insight to the climate of the last millennium (Braconnot et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2012). The six models used to determine the multi-model mean surface temperature anomaly are outlined in Table 3.6. The multi-model mean surface temperature anomaly from the last millennium PMIP3/CMIP5 simulations for the gridpoints of northern coastal and north-central Chile show similar trends. Between 1500 and 1900, there is no warming or cooling. From 1900 to present, there is a warming of ~1 K. This supports the absence of climate signal
in the GST history of northern coastal Chile. Similarities are observed between
the multi-model mean surface temperature anomaly for the north-central Chile
gridpoint and the GST history for the region (Figure 3.12). Both infer no warming
or cooling between 1500 and ~1800 and a recent warming. The warming of the
PMIP3/CMIP5 surface temperature simulation is half and starts earlier than that
reconstructed by the GST history. No cooling is observed in the PMIP3/CMIP5
surface temperature simulation for the north-central Chile gridpoint. This fur­
ther suggests that this cooling trend and greater amplitude recent warming are
local trends for north-central Chile and cannot be resolved on the PMIP3/CMIP5
gridpoint scale.

3.6   Conclusions

Thirty-one temperature-depth profiles from northern Chile were collected to re­
construct the GST history for the past 500 years. No climate signal was recorded
in the northern coastal Chile profiles. The GST history for north-central Chile
shows a period of no warming or cooling between 200-500 years BP, a cooling of
0.6 K from ~60-200 years BP followed by a recent climate warming of 1.9 K for
~20-40 years BP. The absence of warming or cooling from ~200-500 years BP
is also found in other GST histories for South America, climate reconstructions
for central Chile and southern South America, and the PMIP3/CMIP5 surface
temperature simulation for the northern coastal and north-central Chile grid­
points. A cooling signal from ~1850 to ~1960 coinciding with that inferred in the
GST history for north-central Chile is only observed in the GST reconstruction
for the Peruvian borehole (LM18) at the northern edge of the Atacama desert.
The amplitude of the recent warming agrees with GST reconstructions for Peru
and semi-arid regions of South America but is greater than that inferred by the
CRUTEM4 data, climate reconstructions for central Chile and southern South
America and the PMIP3/CMIP5 surface temperature simulation for the north-
central Chile gridpoint. Differences are also observed with respect to the timing of the recent warming. While it begins ~20-40 years BP in the north-central Chile GST, it starts ~100 years BP in the other South American GST histories, climate reconstruction for central Chile and southern South America, CRUTEM4 data for the north-central Chile gridpoint, and the PMIP3/CMIP5 surface temperature simulation for north-central Chile.

Differences are hypothesized to be due to regional trends in the Atacama desert, which cannot be resolved on the PMIP3/CMIP5 or CRUTEM4 gridpoint scale, and do not occur in central Chile or southern South America. The period of no warming or cooling from 200-500 years BP appears be a regional trend for all of South America. However, more data and reconstructions are required to confirm these conclusions and determine the long-term climate trends for northern Chile.
Appendix—Boreholes not suitable for climate

The borehole temperature-depth profiles that did not meet the selection criteria for climate studies can be found in Figure 3.13. The majority of borehole temperature-depth profiles were rejected because they were deemed too shallow, i.e. they were less than 300 m deep or had no measurements in the top 100 m. Some were also eliminated due to discontinuities, signs of water flow, or other perturbations through visual inspection of the profiles. Furthermore, sites were excluded due to topography since it is known to distort the temperature isotherms (Jeffreys, 1938).

3.6.1 El Loa

The site is mountainous and includes two boreholes. This is the furthest east and has the highest elevation (3950 m) among all the sites in this report. The temperature-depth profiles were too shallow for climate studies. They indicated high heat flux in the region (Figure 3.13), which could be attributed to the proximity of two volcanoes, the Miño Volcano (∼6 km) and the Cerro Aucanquilcha (∼20 km).

3.6.2 Mansa Mina

The Mansa Mina borehole is located in a relatively flat region. It is <10 km from Chuquicamata mine, which is by extracted volume the largest open pit mine in the world, and ∼10 km from the city of Calama. It is too shallow for climate studies.
3.6.3 Sierra Limon Verde

Six borehole temperature-depth profiles were measured in Sierra Limon Verde. They are shallower than 300 m and found within 25 km. Boreholes MODD37 MODD38, and MODD45 lie on top of a ~400 m high hill. SLV-A and SLV-B are situated on the southern flank of this hill and MODD34 on the northern slope. The site is ~25 km from the city of Calama and ~35 km from the Mansa Mina borehole.

3.6.4 Sierra Gorda

The two boreholes are located in a relatively flat region, ~30 km south-east of the village of Sierra Gorda and were too shallow to be retained for climate studies. They are separated by ~9 km and are close to the Sierra Gorda open pit mine.

3.6.5 Vallenar

This site, ~ 20 km from Vallenar and ~40 km from the coast, has two boreholes that have been measured twice using the same measurement technique. The repeat measurements were not included in order to not bias the reconstructions and only borehole ala1110 was retained for climate studies. The temperature-depth measurement of borehole ala0901 was discarded for being too shallow. Borehole ala0901 is ~300 m from borehole ala1110 and is located between two hills, ~ 20 km from Vallenar and ~40 km from the coast.

3.6.6 Copiapó

Two boreholes, ~200 m apart, were measured at Copiapó. The temperature-depth profile of borehole 1507/DDH009 was measured twice using different techniques, conventional and DTS. The two boreholes are in an area of significant topogra-
phy, ~10 km east of the city of Copiapó. Since topography distorts temperature isotherms, the temperature-depth profiles were rejected. Furthermore, discontinuities were noted in the profiles of boreholes 1506 and 1507.

3.6.7 Totoral

The site is in a relatively flat area, ~75 km south-west of Copiapó, and ~50 km from the coast. Two temperature-depth profiles for borehole 1509/RC370 were obtained using the conventional method and DTS. The profile obtained using DTS was retained, while that measured using the conventional method showed discontinuities probably caused by instrumental problems and was rejected.

3.6.8 Punta Diaz

The site is on top of a ~100 m hill and ~3 km from the town of Punta Diaz. Signs of water flow are present in the temperature-depth profile, which lead to its exclusion.

3.6.9 San José de Coquimbana

The site is on the side of a small hill, ~40 km from Vallenar and ~30 km from the coast. Using DTS and the conventional method, two temperature-depth profiles were measured for borehole 1511/RC363. Both profiles show signs of water flow and were discarded.
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Figure 3.1 Map of South America including locations of borehole temperature measurements for heat flow studies (Lucazeau, personal communication). Red diamonds represents boreholes deeper than 200 m, while black are boreholes shallower than 200 m. More than 100 bottom-hole temperature measurements, mainly in Brazil, are not included as they are not useful for climate studies. The rectangle indicates the study region of northern Chile.
Figure 3.2 Map of northern Chile with locations of boreholes used in this study. The number of boreholes at each site is indicated in parenthesis. Red circles indicate borehole temperature-depth profiles measured in 1994, black triangles are measured in 2012, and white diamonds are measured in 2015. Sites with borehole temperature-depth profiles deemed suitable for climate are Michilla, Totoral, Inca de Oro, and Vallenar.
Figure 3.3 Retained temperature-depth profiles measured in 1994 (green), 2012 (blue), and 2015 (pink). Temperature scale is shifted as indicated in parenthesis.
Figure 3.4 Temperature anomalies for the retained temperature-depth profiles, where IDO is Inca de Oro. The pink and blue lines represent the upper and lower bounds of the temperature anomaly. These are not visible at IDO-DDH2457 and Vallenar ala1110-2 because they are superimposed.
Figure 3.5 GST history for northern coastal Chile (Michilla) determined for its period of measurement (1994) from the simultaneous inversion of na12, p398, and z197, where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the temperature anomaly or the extremal steady states.

Figure 3.6 GST history for Inca de Oro determined from the simultaneous inversion of DDH2457, 1501, 1504, and 1505, with 3 eigenvalues retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the temperature anomaly or the extremal steady states.
Figure 3.7 GST history for Totoral (RC370), with 3 eigenvalues retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the temperature anomaly or the extremal steady states.

Figure 3.8 GST history for Vallenar (ala1110-2), with 3 eigenvalues retained. The inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the temperature anomaly or the extremal steady states are not visible because the three lines are superimposed.
Figure 3.9 GST history for north-central Chile determined by the simultaneous inversion of DDH2457, 1501, 1504, 1505, RC370, and ala1110-2, with 3 eigenvalues retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the temperature anomaly or the extremal steady states.
Figure 3.10 Comparison of GST histories for Peruvian boreholes (black) and north-central Chile (orange) with its upper and lower bounds (grey shaded area). The GST for the Peruvian boreholes is reconstructed with respect to its measurement time (1979) and obtained by the simultaneous inversion of LM18 and LOB525. The inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the temperature anomaly for the Peruvian boreholes are represented by the pink and blue lines, respectively.
Figure 3.11 Comparison of GST history for north-central Chile (black) along with the upper and lower bounds of the inversion (pink and blue lines, respectively), the CRUTEM4 data for the north-central Chile gridpoint (green) (Jones et al., 2012), the austral summer surface air temperature reconstruction from sedimentary pigments for the past 500 years (aqua) at Laguna Aculeo, central Chile (von Gunten et al., 2009), and the austral summer surface air temperature reconstruction for southern South America (red) with its 2σ standard deviation (grey shaded area) (Neukom et al., 2010). They are all presented as temperature departures from the 1920-1940 mean.
Figure 3.12 Comparison of GST history for north-central Chile (black) along with the upper and lower bounds of the inversion (pink and blue lines, respectively), the CRUTEM4 data for the north-central Chile gridpoint (Jones et al., 2012), and the multi-model mean surface temperature anomaly reconstruction for the PMIP3/CMIP5 (aqua) with its $2\sigma$ standard deviation (grey shaded area). They are all presented as temperature departures from the 1920-1940 mean.
**Figure 3.13** Rejected temperature-depth profiles measured in 1994 (green), 2012 (blue), and 2015 (pink). Temperature scale is shifted as indicated in parenthesis.
Table 3.1 Location and technical information concerning the borehole temperature-depth profiles measured in 1994 by Springer (1997) and Springer and Förster (1998)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>Measurement Technique</th>
<th>Latitude (S)</th>
<th>Longitude (W)</th>
<th>Depth Range (m)</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Suitable climate?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>El Loa</td>
<td>LOA3587</td>
<td>Thermistor (2 m)*</td>
<td>21°09.1'</td>
<td>68°39.1'</td>
<td>20-222</td>
<td>3050</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOA3622</td>
<td>Thermistor (2 m)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30-176</td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansa Mina</td>
<td>MM3205</td>
<td>Thermistor (2 m)*</td>
<td>22°22.3'</td>
<td>68°54.9'</td>
<td>58-182</td>
<td>2423</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Limon Verde</td>
<td>SLV-A</td>
<td>Thermistor (2 m)*</td>
<td>22°49.1'</td>
<td>68°54.8'</td>
<td>86-206</td>
<td>2516</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLV-B</td>
<td>Thermistor (2 m)*</td>
<td>22°49.1'</td>
<td>68°54.8'</td>
<td>42-118</td>
<td>2516</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michilla</td>
<td>na12</td>
<td>DTS†</td>
<td>22°40.7'</td>
<td>70°10.9'</td>
<td>20-455</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p398</td>
<td>DTS†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20-408</td>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z197</td>
<td>DTS†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20-446</td>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Value in parenthesis indicates sampling interval and yields temperature measurements with a precision of 0.01°C.

† Temperature measurements with a precision of 0.3°C.
Table 3.2 Location and technical information concerning the borehole temperature-depth profiles measured in 2012 by Gurza Fausto (2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>Measurement Technique</th>
<th>Latitude (S)</th>
<th>Longitude (W)</th>
<th>Depth Range (m)</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Suitable climate?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Limon Verde</td>
<td>MODD34</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>22°35.308'</td>
<td>68°54.865'</td>
<td>42-196</td>
<td>2704</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODD37</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>22°41.059'</td>
<td>68°54.619'</td>
<td>43-135</td>
<td>2931</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODD45</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>22°43.223'</td>
<td>68°55.441'</td>
<td>50-131</td>
<td>2910</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODD38</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>22°43.660'</td>
<td>68°55.723'</td>
<td>65-228</td>
<td>2980</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Gorda</td>
<td>ox10</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>23°0.454'</td>
<td>69°5.021'</td>
<td>60-185</td>
<td>2368</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JCV264</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>23°4.765'</td>
<td>69°5.666'</td>
<td>102-485</td>
<td>2379</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallenar</td>
<td>ala901</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>28°39.855'</td>
<td>70°54.505'</td>
<td>60-207</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ala901-2</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>28°39.855'</td>
<td>70°54.505'</td>
<td>53-204</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ala1110</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>28°39.979'</td>
<td>70°54.624'</td>
<td>48-411</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ala1110-2</td>
<td>Thermistor (cont.)*</td>
<td>28°39.979'</td>
<td>70°54.624'</td>
<td>41-412</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Value in parenthesis indicates continuous sampling and yields temperature measurements with an accuracy of 0.05°C.
Table 3.3 Location and technical information concerning the borehole temperature-depth profiles measured in 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>Measurement Technique</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Depth Range</th>
<th>Elevation</th>
<th>Suitable climate?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inca de Oro</td>
<td>DHD2457</td>
<td>DTSI</td>
<td>26°51'10.8&quot;</td>
<td>69°53'S48.4&quot;</td>
<td>38-413</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermistor (10 m)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1501</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1504</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1505</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1506</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1507</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copiapó</td>
<td>DHD2488/1501</td>
<td>DTSI</td>
<td>26°51'10.8&quot;</td>
<td>69°53'S48.4&quot;</td>
<td>26-306</td>
<td>1621</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermistor (10 m)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1508</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1509</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>DHD009/1501</td>
<td>DTSI</td>
<td>26°51'10.8&quot;</td>
<td>69°53'S48.4&quot;</td>
<td>26-306</td>
<td>1621</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermistor (10 m)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1513</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1514</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1515</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punta Diaz</td>
<td>RC370/1507</td>
<td>DTSI</td>
<td>27°58'S51&quot;</td>
<td>70°38'44.2&quot;</td>
<td>20-314</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermistor (10 m)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1516</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1517</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1518</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1519</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Value in parenthesis indicates sampling interval and yields measurements with a precision better than 0.005 K and an accuracy on the order of 0.02 K.

† Temperature measurements with a precision of 0.3°C.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>Year Measured</th>
<th>Remark</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Limon Verde</td>
<td>MODD34</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Too shallow</td>
<td>(Gurza Fausto, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODD37</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Too shallow</td>
<td>(Gurza Fausto, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODD45</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Too shallow</td>
<td>(Gurza Fausto, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODD38</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Too shallow</td>
<td>(Gurza Fausto, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Gorda</td>
<td>ox10</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Too shallow</td>
<td>(Gurza Fausto, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JCV264</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Top 100 m absent</td>
<td>(Gurza Fausto, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inca de Oro</td>
<td>DDH2489A</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Remeasurement of 1501 by DTS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copiapó</td>
<td>1506</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Topography, Discontinuity</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1507</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Topography, Discontinuity</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDH009</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Topography</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totoral</td>
<td>1509</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Discontinuity</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punta Díaz</td>
<td>RC151</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Water Flow</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San José de Coquimba</td>
<td>1511</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Water Flow</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC363</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Water Flow</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallenar</td>
<td>ala901</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Too shallow</td>
<td>(Gurza Fausto, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ala901-2</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Too shallow, Duplicate of ala0901</td>
<td>(Gurza Fausto, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ala1110</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Duplicate of ala1110-2</td>
<td>(Gurza Fausto, 2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.5 Summary of inversion results where $T_o$ is the long-term surface temperature, $\Gamma_o$ is the quasi-steady state temperature gradient and $\Delta T$ is the difference between the maximal temperature and the temperature at 1500 years CE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>$T_o$</th>
<th>$\Gamma_o$</th>
<th>$\Delta T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(°C)</td>
<td>(km$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>(K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michilla</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>na12</td>
<td>20.86±0.01</td>
<td>9.9±0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p398</td>
<td>20.91±0.01</td>
<td>8.8±0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z197</td>
<td>22.01±0.01</td>
<td>10.4±0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inca de Oro</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDH2457</td>
<td>22.44±0.01</td>
<td>12.9±0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>22.48±0.02</td>
<td>14.0±0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1504</td>
<td>22.88±0.02</td>
<td>12.3±0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1505</td>
<td>22.38±0.01</td>
<td>14.6±0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totoral</td>
<td>RC370</td>
<td>20.79±0.01</td>
<td>11.3±0.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallenar</td>
<td>ala1110-2</td>
<td>23.48±0.00</td>
<td>6.6±0.01</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.6 Summary of models used to calculate the multi-model mean surface temperature anomaly from the PMIP3/CMIP5 simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCC-CSM1.1</td>
<td>(Li et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSM4.0</td>
<td>(Gent et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-R</td>
<td>(Schmidt et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A</td>
<td>(Mignot and Bony, 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM</td>
<td>(Giorgetta et al., 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI-CGCM3</td>
<td>(Yukimoto et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION

The results presented in this dissertation have expanded the spatial and temporal scale of climate studies based on borehole temperature data. The timescale was extended by inferring the long-term climatic trends for 100-100,000 years BP from thirteen deep boreholes (≥1500 m) in eastern and central Canada. Boreholes temperature data and reconstructions were obtained in regions void of data, improving the spatial coverage. Twenty-five boreholes were sampled and the climate of the past 500 years in northern Ontario and Québec was reconstructed. This region on both sides of James Bay was previously void of data. The temperature-depth profiles of thirty-one boreholes in northern Chile were collected and used to infer the climate trends of the last 500 years. Prior to this work, no GST reconstructions had been undertaken in northern Chile, which lies in South America, a continent with very few paleoclimatic reconstructions. All of these works have also provided insight to the ground thermal regime, basal temperatures of ice sheets, various measurement techniques, and robustness of GCM outputs.

In the first chapter, entitled “Laurentide Ice Sheet basal temperatures at the last glacial cycle as inferred from borehole data”, the GST histories of the past 100-100,000 yrs BP for the region covered by the southern portion of the Laurentide Ice Sheet in eastern and central Canada were determined. This yielded GST for the last glacial maximum near the pressure melting point of ice (-1.4-3.0°C). As the region was covered by the ice sheet during this period, they represent the basal temperatures of the ice sheet. They indicate the possibility of basal flow and ice streams, which could lead to instability. However, the ice sheet persisted
over more than \( \sim 30,000 \) years with deglaciation only occurring rapidly during the Holocene (Carlson et al., 2008). Fahnestock et al. (2001) and Pritchard et al. (2012) have found basal temperatures near or above the pressure melting point of ice in the present-day ice sheets. Our study shows that this alone is not an indication that the ice sheets are unstable, but combined with other processes it could lead to instability and collapse.

The second chapter, "Climate trends in northern Ontario and Québec from borehole temperature profiles", involved the examination of twenty-five boreholes temperature depth profiles to determine the GST histories of 10 sites in northern Ontario and Québec for the past 500 years. The GST histories showed a warming of \( \sim 1-2 \) K for the past 150 years, agreeing with reconstructions for the southern portion of the Superior Province and proxy data (Beltrami and Mareschal, 1992; Shen and Beck, 1992; Chouinard and Mareschal, 2007). A little ice age signal was present at only one site, Otoskwin. This was surprising as pollen reconstructions infer their coldest little ice age signal in northern Québec (Gajewski, 1988; Viau and Gajewski, 2009). This could be the result of insufficient resolution since a less than 1 K cooling between 200 and 500 years BP is difficult to resolve in the presence of noise. It could also be associated with an early little ice age (Chouinard et al., 2007) or be masked by physical effects, such as changes in snow cover or the advance and retreat of permafrost (Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003). Furthermore, permafrost maps locate all the boreholes, excluding Nielsen Island, in a region of discontinuous isolated patches of permafrost. Nielsen Island lies in a region of sporadic discontinuous permafrost. Permafrost was not encountered during sampling of any of the twenty-five boreholes and the GST histories of all sites, except Nielsen Island, remained above 0°C. This suggest that potential for permafrost was minimal to absent over the past 500 years. Moreover, researchers from the GEOTOP and the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris sampled more than 60
boreholes in the sporadic discontinuous permafrost region of Manitoba and only encountered permafrost at one site. This points to possible discrepancies with permafrost maps, which could be the result of: (1) surface air temperature (SAT) interpolation used in permafrost maps being unsuitable to represent the spatial variability of ground temperatures and/or (2) an offset between ground and air surface temperatures due to snow cover in the region. Our study suggests that borehole temperature data and reconstructions could be used to assess the evolution of permafrost and be a useful tool for the validation of permafrost models and maps.

In the third chapter, the GST histories for the past 500 years in northern Chile were determined from 31 borehole temperature-depth profiles. The boreholes are located in two regions, northern coastal Chile and north-central Chile. Differing trends were observed between the regions, which is not surprising as they are over 500 km apart. Northern coastal Chile recorded no warming or cooling signal. On the other hand, the GST history of north-central Chile inferred no warming or cooling between \(~200-500\) years BP, a cooling of \(0.6\) K from \(~40-200\) years BP and recent warming trend of \(1.9\) K, \(~20-40\) years BP. The period of no warming or cooling between 200-500 years BP appears to be a regional trends for southern South America since it is observed in the climate reconstructions for central Chile and southern South America and in the surface temperature simulation of the PMIP3/CMIP5. The cooling signal was only observed in the GST for north-central Chile and for the Peruvian site at the northern edge of the Atacama desert. This suggests that it is a regional trend of the Atacama desert. The recent warming was also observed in the GST histories of Peru and the semiarid regions of South America, meteorological data for the north-central Chile gridpoint, climate reconstructions for central Chile and southern South America, and the climate simulation for the north-central Chile gridpoint of the PMIP3/CMIP5. Differ-
ences are noted with respect to the onset and amplitude of this warming. The amplitude of this recent warming only agrees with the GST histories for semiarid South America and Peru. The onset of the recent warming was \(~20-40\) years BP in the GST of north-central Chile. But, it started earlier, \(~100-150\) years BP in the GST histories for semiarid South America and Peru, the meteorological data, the climate reconstructions for central Chile and southern South America and the surface temperature simulation from the PMIP3/CMIP5. The differences in amplitude and timing are hypothesized to be related to a regional Atacama trend that cannot be resolved on the gridpoint scale. More data and reconstructions are required to confirm these conclusions and determine the long-term climate trends of northern Chile.

These results open the door for future works. Due to a lack of deep boreholes \((\geq 1500\) m\), we were constrained to examining the basal temperatures of the southern portion of the Laurentide Ice Sheet during the LGC. Mining exploration and operations have been moving further north, especially in Québec. This could increase the number of deep boreholes \((\geq 1500\) m\) available. Their measurement and analysis will expand the dataset and infer the basal conditions of a greater portion of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. The database of borehole temperature-profiles could be used to reconstruct the GST histories in permafrost regions and provide insight to the evolution of permafrost for the past 500 years.

In northern Chile, the database of borehole temperature-profiles must be increased to determine the long-term climatic trends. Due to an absence of climate signal, it is probably not worth targeting the northern coastal region. Efforts should be focus on the north-central region but care must be taken to ensure that suitable boreholes with available core samples are found. The majority of boreholes used in our study had collapsed resulting in them being too shallow
and core samples were not available. Our results also showed that the conventional method has greater resolution than DTS. Therefore, new measurements of borehole temperature-depth profiles for climate studies should be made using the conventional method. This will provide measurements with greater resolution to resolve the climate trends of northern Chile. Furthermore, due to the poor distribution of borehole temperature-depth profiles across South America, a systematic effort should be undertaken to obtain profiles across the continent and infer their GST histories.

In conclusion, we have shown that borehole temperature data can provide insight to climate trends on varying spatial and temporal scales. In Canada, we have expanded the temporal and spatial scale of these studies by using data from deep boreholes to infer long-term climatic trends. We also collected data and determined reconstructions in regions not previously covered. Furthermore, we showed that borehole temperature data and reconstructions are useful tools to examine the ground thermal regime and for permafrost studies. In Chile, we have compiled new data. Our results should be viewed as preliminary but they open an avenue for future studies.
In the first chapter, "Laurentide Ice Sheet basal temperatures at the Last Glacial Cycle as inferred from borehole data", the basal temperatures of the Laurentide Ice Sheet during the LGC were estimated from borehole temperature data. The methodology utilized varies from that presented in the other two chapters of this dissertation. In order to reconstruct GST from borehole temperature data, we must solve for the $K + 2$ unknown parameters ($T_o$, $q_o$, and $\Delta T_k$) from the system of linear equations for each measured depth ($z$). This can be done by: (1) solving for the $K + 2$ unknown parameters simultaneous or (2) $T_o$ and $q_o$ can be determined independently of $\Delta T_k$. The first technique was used in this chapter. Here, we demonstrate that the second technique leads to similar results and conclusions.

For each site, the linear regression of the bottommost 200 m of the temperature-depth profile was calculated to determine $T_o$ and $\Gamma_o$, the long-term surface temperature and the quasi-steady state temperature gradient. This represents the geothermal quasi-steady state. An estimate of the maximum error at a 95% confidence interval of $T_o$ and $\Gamma_o$ were provided by this linear regression and are the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state. The temperature anomaly ($T_t$) is then obtained by the subtraction of the quasi-steady state...
geotherm from the temperature-depth profile.

The temperature anomalies of the thirteen sites were inverted to reconstruct the GST histories from 100 to 100,000 years using a model consisting of 16 time-steps whose distribution varies logarithmically (Figures A.2-A.13). A singular value cutoff of 0.08 was used, retaining 4 eigenvalues. The temperatures obtained during the last glacial maximum range between -1.14°C and 3°C and are near the pressure melting point of ice. These basal temperatures indicate the possibility of basal melt and fast flowing ice streams. Furthermore, the warmest basal temperatures and highest heat flux are recorded at Sudbury (Victor Mine and Lockerby), agreeing with the reconstructions from the full log and suggest a possible relationship between basal temperatures and heat flux. These are the same conclusions as drawn using the alternative method. The minimum temperatures obtained using the two methods are compared in Table A.1. Differences can be attributed to the depth interval used to obtain the temperature anomaly. These results show that both techniques (inversion from temperature anomaly and full log) yield similar results and lead to the same conclusions.
Figure A.1 GST history for Flin Flon, where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure A.2 GST history for Pipe Mine (Thompson), where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure A.3 GST history for Owl (Thompson), where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure A.4 GST history for Balmertown, where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure A.5 GST history for Manitouwadge 0610 (Geco0610), where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure A.6 GST history for Manitouwadge 0611 (Geco0611), where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure A.7 GST history for Victor Mine (Sudbury), where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure A.8 GST history for Falconbridge (Sudbury), where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure A.9 GST history for Lockerby (Sudbury), where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure A.10 GST history for Craig Mine (Sudbury), where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure A.11 GST history for Val d’Or, where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure A.12 GST history for Matagami, where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure A.13 GST history for Sept Iles, where 4 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Table A.1 Comparison of GST histories reconstructed from the temperature anomaly (anom) and the full profile (full) where $T_{\text{min}}(\text{anom})$ is the minimum temperature obtained by inverting the temperature anomaly, $t_{\text{min}}(\text{anom})$ is the timing of the minimal temperature obtained by inverting the temperature anomaly, $T_{\text{min}}(\text{full})$ is the minimum temperature obtained by inverting the full profile, and $t_{\text{min}}(\text{full})$ is the timing of the minimum temperature obtained from the inversion of the full profile. Parentheses indicate sites where the GST history is not reliable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$T_{\text{min}}(\text{anom})$ ($^\circ C$)</th>
<th>$t_{\text{min}}(\text{anom})$ ka</th>
<th>$T_{\text{min}}(\text{full})$ ($^\circ C$)</th>
<th>$t_{\text{min}}(\text{full})$ ka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FlinFlon</td>
<td>-0.21±0.2</td>
<td>7.5-10</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>0.20±0.17</td>
<td>0.15-0.2</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.15-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Owl)$^a$</td>
<td>-2.67±0.30</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
<td>-2.36</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balmertown</td>
<td>1.53±0.25</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>5-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitouwadge 0610</td>
<td>0.87±0.24</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Manitouwadge 0611)$^b$</td>
<td>-2.85±0.75</td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>-2.83</td>
<td>20-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Mine</td>
<td>2.21±0.16</td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>10-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falconbridge</td>
<td>0.18±0.24</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>20-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockerby</td>
<td>3.00±0.08</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>10-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Craig Mine)$^c$</td>
<td>2.80±0.06</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>20-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val d'Or</td>
<td>0.85±0.31</td>
<td>7-20</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matagami</td>
<td>0.08±0.12</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept Iles</td>
<td>-1.14±0.80</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>-1.42</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The temperature profile at this site may be distorted by horizontal contrasts in thermal conductivity, $^b$The temperature profile in the lowermost part of the hole may be affected by subvertical layering and thermal conductivity contrasts, $^c$The temperature profile may be affected by waterflow caused by pumping in the nearby mine.
APPENDIX B

INDIVIDUAL GST RECONSTRUCTIONS FOR NORTHERN ONTARIO AND QUÉBEC

In the second chapter, “Climate trends in northern Ontario and Québec from borehole temperature profiles”, twenty-five borehole temperature-depth profiles were measured to reconstruct the climate trends for the past 500 years in northern Ontario and Québec. Only eighteen boreholes from ten sites were deemed suitable for climate studies. The GST histories for sites with multiple boreholes (Thierry Mine, Noront, Eastmain, and Camp Coulon) were determined using simultaneous inversion. Here, we present the individual GST histories for the boreholes from these sites (Figures B.2-B.12).

The individual GST histories were calculated from the temperature-depth profiles for the last 500 years for intervals of 20 years with 3 eigenvalues retained. The temperature-depth profiles were truncated at the same depth used for the simultaneous inversion to ensure comparison of the same time period (530 m at Thierry Mine, 400 m at Noront, 400 m at Eastmain, and 400 m at Camp Coulon) (Beltrami et al., 2011). Table B.1 summarizes the results of the inversions. The individual reconstructions are noisier than those obtained from simultaneous inversion, illustrating the increase in signal to noise ratio when utilizing the latter technique. No LIA signal is observed at any site. All sites, except 1014 (Noront),
infer a warming of \( \sim 1-2 \) K for the past \( \sim 150-200 \) years. It appears that 1014 (Noront) has not recorded a warming or cooling signal. Furthermore, the individual GST histories suggest that the regions were free of permafrost for the last 500 years, agreeing with the GST histories obtained from simultaneous inversion.
Figure B.1 GST history for 0605 (Thierry Mine), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure B.2 GST history for 0606 (Thierry Mine), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The extremal steady states are not visible because the three lines are superimposed.
Figure B.3 GST history for 0608 (Thierry Mine), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure B.4 GST history for 1012 (Noront), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure B.5 GST history for 1013 (Noront), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure B.6 GST history for 1014 (Noront), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure B.7 GST history for 1015 (Noront), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure B.8 GST history for 0803 (Eastmain), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure B.9 GST history for 0804 (Eastmain), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The extremal steady states are not visible because the three lines are superimposed.

Figure B.10 GST history for 0712 (Camp Coulon), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure B.11 GST history for 0713 (Camp Coulon), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure B.12 GST history for 0714 (Camp Coulon), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The extremal steady states are not visible because the three lines are superimposed.
**Table B.1** Summary of GST results where $T_o$ is the long-term surface temperature, $q_o$ is the quasi-steady state heat flux, $\Delta T$ is the difference between the maximal temperature and the reference temperature at 500 years BP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>year</th>
<th>$T_o$</th>
<th>$q_o$</th>
<th>$\Delta T$</th>
<th>LIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(°C)</td>
<td>(mW m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>(K)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thierry Mine</td>
<td>0605</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2.63±0.01</td>
<td>25.9±0.5</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0606</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2.55±0.01</td>
<td>23.5±0.7</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0608</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2.62±0.01</td>
<td>23.9±0.3</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noront</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.16±0.01</td>
<td>35.5±0.9</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.51±0.02</td>
<td>31.3±1.5</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.78±0.004</td>
<td>32.2±0.3</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2.35±0.02</td>
<td>27.6±1.4</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastmain</td>
<td>0803</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2.98±0.01</td>
<td>27.3±0.4</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0804</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>3.01±0.003</td>
<td>27.0±0.2</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Coulon</td>
<td>0712</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1.46±0.01</td>
<td>26.6±0.4</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0713</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1.83±0.01</td>
<td>24.2±0.6</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0714</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1.33±0.004</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C

INDIVIDUAL GST RECONSTRUCTIONS FOR NORTHERN CHILE

In the third chapter, thirty-one borehole temperature-depth profiles were collected to determine the GST histories in northern Chile for the past 500 years. Nine profiles from four sites were deemed suitable for inversion. For sites with multiple borehole temperature-depth profiles, the GST histories were determined using simultaneous inversion. Three boreholes (na12, p398, z197) are found at Michilla, and four boreholes (DDH2457, 1501, 1504, 1505) are at Inca de Oro. The profiles were cut at 300 m to ensure comparison of the same time period (Beltrami et al., 2011). The individual GST histories for boreholes from these sites were reconstructed for the past 500 years for 20 year intervals with 3 eigenvalues retained (Figures C.2-C.7).

Contrasting trends are observed in the GST histories of the three Michilla boreholes (Figures C.2-C.3). A warming is inferred at two sites (na12, p398) and a cooling at the other (z197). The small amplitude and inconsistencies between these inversions point to the absence of a signal above the level of noise and explains the lack of signal in the Michilla GST history.

Differing trends are also observed in the individual GST histories of Inca de Oro (Figures C.4-C.6). The GSTs of three Inca de Oro sites (DDH2457, 1501, 1504)
show a cooling of $\sim$0.5-1 K from $\sim$40-150 years BP. This is agrees with the Inca de Oro GST reconstruction from simultaneous inversion. However, this cooling is not present in the GST history of 1505 (Figure C.7). A very recent warming at $\sim$20-40 years BP of $\sim$1-2.5 K is inferred for the Inca de Oro sites. The timing and amplitude of this warming are consistent with the Inca de Oro GST history.
**Figure C.1** GST changes for na12 (Michilla), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

**Figure C.2** GST changes for p398 (Michilla), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure C.3 GST changes for z197 (Michilla), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

Figure C.4 GST changes for DDH2457 (Inca de Oro), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The extremal steady states are not visible because the three lines are superimposed.
**Figure C.5** GST changes for 1501 (Inca de Oro), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.

**Figure C.6** GST changes for 1504 (Inca de Oro), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
Figure C.7 GST changes for 1505 (Inca de Oro), where 3 eigenvalues are retained. The pink and blue lines represent the inversion of the upper and lower bounds of the geothermal quasi-steady state or the extremal steady states.
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